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By CHTTRALEKHA ZUTSHI
The second in the series of phi-
losophy of law debates commenced
Tuesday. The hypothetical lawbeing
debated was one passed by the Ohio
legislature,which tries to prevent sex-link- ed
abortion by prohibiting medi-
cal personnel from disclosing the sex
of the fetus when there is no medical
reason to do so.
The appellant in the mock case
before the court was Daniel Brewer,
M.D., who was challenging the con-
stitutionality of the above-state-d law
on the grounds mat it violated the
right of the woman to have an abor-
tion. This right was granted towomen
in the case Roe v. Wade in Which the
Supreme Court legalized abortion.
The lawyers representing the ap-pellamarguedthat"restricti- onsriaced
on pregnant women which prevent
her from knowing the sex ofher fetus
are illegal." They prevent a woman
from making an informed decision
regarding abortion,, and thus infringe
Assault
reported
in alert
By JUDY NICHOLS
"After all the requests, we still had
something like this happen," Director
of Security Keith James said yester-
day. James was referring to an al-
leged physical assault mat was re-
ported in a campus alert earlier this
.
week.
According to the campus alert, a
female student was physically as-
saulted along the south side of Uni-
versity Street at approximately 12:15
ajn. on Saturday. The alert stated that
the student was walkingpast the shrub-
bery to the west of the president's
house whenaWack male grabbed her
face.
Details describing the male are
sparse, said James. The only descrip-
tion available, as stated in the campus
alert, is that the male was wearing a
red-kn- it hat
According to Captain Donald
Edwards of the Wooster Police De-
partment, reports of the incident indi-
cate that the male said nothing to the
student. Edwards said that the stu-
dent, who had been at a party before-
hand, sustained abrasions to the face
from the incident
Edwards emphasized that the inci-
dent was not of a sexual assault na--
.please see ASSAULT, page 2
Students gather to debate Ohio's
Lean Lecture Room this past l uesoay cvenuig.
on her legal right to abortion.
The lawyers were concerned about
the effect of the Ohio law on the
unlimited right of the woman to abort
the fetus inthefirstandsecond trimes-
ters ofpregnancy in consultation with
;Mumni
By ANDY DUKER
A sample of alumni interviewed
during Homecoming Weekend rated
how Wooster prepared them for their
job, graduate school or present situa-
tion. Their responses ranged from, "I
guess they prepared me as well as
they could with what they have here,"
Pete Mortensen '93, to, "Ten stars all
theway,"Dave Cougan 90, andeven,
"Iguess,becauseI'm sleeping through
all my classes and getting A's," Steve
Schroeter 93.
Those surveyed were for the most
part satisfied with their Wooster edu-
cation. Most were either working, at
a graduate school or both, but there
were some, like Christina Foell "93,
who said they were "currently be-
tween jobs."
Kelli Holmes "91, a communka-tio- ns
major at Wooster and attended
Syracuse Universityafter graduating,
now works in public relations for the
Defense Department in Washington.
She said ofher Wooster education, "I
think it prepared me for both my job
and grad school, and for life."
' Majors were not always the best
predictor of future jobs. Molly
Flewelling '93 a math major is now in
management for Ameritech in Cleve-
land. T majored in math. That's not
hew itworkedout,but I'm happywith
what I'm doing now." Dave Rhoad
85 niajoredinpsychology atWooster
but then went on to get a master's
degree in marketing and got ajob as a
photo by ANDREA KIBBY
abortion law in a mock trial held in
her physician.
The woman has a right to all
informationregarding herpregnancy,
including the sex of the fetus, and she
can do what she wants with that infor-
mation," they said. "She has the right
evaluate
Stanley Ganlt '48 attends one of the
personnel director. "I figured I'd go
on to get a master's or doctorate in
Psychology," he said. When asked if
Wooster prepared him for his present
job, he said, "In retrospect, yes.
Wooster didn't really prepare me for
a particular career but it gave me
a good background."
The Career Development and
Placement Center does follow-u-p
studiesof thegraduating classes. The
to abortion and to plan her family as
she desires." - -
They also stated that the law vio-
lated the physician's right of speech,
whichisprotectedbytheHrst Amend-
ment, and a woman's right to infor-mation,protecte- dby
the 14 th Amend-
ment. - -
"Keeping information from the
woman," according to the lawyers
the woman's right
to abortion." .
In reply to one of the judge's re-
marks that the Ohio state law did not
violate me due process to have abor-
tion, because me sex of the child does
notmatterfor an abortion, the lawyers
argued that it did.
According to them, "there are as
manyreasons forwanting toknow the
sex of the child as there are women,
and not knowing the sex of the child
will act as a hindrance to abortion."
"It is not for the court to decide
please see ABORTION, page 2
education
photo by BRITTANY BULLARO
College's Homecoming events.
data compiled from the class of '91
show that 71 percent of those gradu-
ates who returned the survey are em-ploy- ed
in full-- or part-tim- e work, 33
percentare attending graduate school
and 5 percent are neither working nor
attendirig graduate school Thesenum-
bers are representative of previous
years as well. Results from the class
of '92 survey are still being collected
and totaled. .
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News Briefs
NATIONAL
Firefighters are gaining ground against the firestorm sweeping southern
California, The firehas destroyed nearly 600 hornes and burned 116.000 acres.
President Clinton has declared disasters in five counties and federal agencies
are organizing help for 25,000 displaced people.
A fKlgf yesterday mostof the court-impcs- ed restrictions on protests
outside John Demjanjuk's suburban Cleveland home. Judge Daniel Gaul of
Cuyahoga Common Pleas Court signed a preliminary injunction which
continues limiting thenumber crjiotestOTto30 arjdrestrk them totwo, two-ho- ur
pitanangedrjerkxls on weekdays. ,
The Clirtri administration isn't rt that as many as 100 million
Americans could pay higher premiums imderthePresidem'snewhealnVcare
plan. Health Secretary Donna Shalala said about half those who would pay
more would get better benefits and coverage. The rest, she said, dta'tpay their
fair share now, such as young, healthy people.
INTERNATIONAL
Haiti's ousted president. Jean-Bertra- nd Aristide, called for a total bkxkade
and complete trade embargo against Haiti. He has vowed not to go home until
the army commander who helped to topple him steps down. -
Canada's Prime Minister-designat- e, Jean Chretien, said his new govern-me- nt
wants changes in theNornAmerkmFreeTiadeAgTeem
knplement the pact without them. Chretien said he would press for changes to
ppyrt CraiAim rnrrgy rrarrvei and to define roles on unfair subsidies and
unfairly low prices for exports.
National and xrtmntirreA frrirft rampileri hy ANDY DUKER
with information from Wire Services and The New York Times
IPO Bulletin
Students planning on going over-
seas next semester should turn in their
off-camp- us application immediately.
If you have not returned your off
campus application to the Interna--'
tional Programs Office, the deadline
is today. It is imperative to your study
Assault
continued from trout page
tore.
James said of the incident, Tt is
evkfcrx that this ixfividualdefiedinost
of the requesoTthatSecurity has iriade
of students." He noted that although
,
siulrnii are free to make their own
derisions as to when, where and with
whom they walk, there are certain
"prudent decisions'' that Security
suayencour ages SHxleoti tomake.
These suggestions, that are listed at
the bottom of the campus alert, in-
clude using inter-camp-us sidewalks
thatareweilighted. walking ingroups
OTTjm.STtd calling Srnrirv forsafety
James noted that the tfrvVrn in the
incident waswalking ikmemadarker
portion of campus. "Had this indi-
vidual followed all the precautions,'
said Jarrrs, thealleged incident would
probably not have happened.
At the time the modern occurred,
said James, the campus was fairly
active. Security officers were in the
area when the incident occurred, he
saiaVfcut did not notice anything un-
usual. Toe incident was not reported
to Security until the following day , he
said.
plans to have an applications in on
time to insure timely acceptance. Stu-
dents who haven't turned in their
OCAs, need to do so today or visit the
.International Programs Office imme--(late- ly
to get an extension. Do not
delay.
James said that Security wul not
alter its surveillance of campus in
light of the incident. Security will
continue itsprogram ofeducating ;stu-den- ts
on safety, he said, noting that
the response to Crime Prevention
Week was "excellent."
James also noted that Security
would begin taking down the campus
alerts as of yesterday. Removing
alerts soon after posting them has
beoorneastarjdard policy for Campus
Security this year, James has said
previously.
Anyone with mfonnauon regard-
ing the incident is enccH3ged to con-ta-a
Security at exterision 2590, or the
WoosterPciice Department No leads
have surfaced in connection with the
incident. Edwards said.
Edwards also noted that no leads
have surfaced for the sexual assault
incident that occurred just off-camp-us
in September. Investigations are
continuing, he said.
Edwards further noted that the
Wooster Police Department is also
continuing investigations into cases
of public indecent exposure at
Kenarden Lodge, wuh the only lead
being a person who was seen in the
area after one of the incidents.
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Abortion
continued from front page
whether a woman should or should
not have an abortion, or how she
should live ber life," they said.
The lawyers represenring the ap-peDee,SherryS- hurden,
Attorney Gen-
eral of the State ofOhio, defended the
lawbysaymgthattheStatehasaright
to restrict abortion, even in the first
and second trimesters of pregnancy.
They argued that the "court does
not see any link between the constitu-tion-al
right to abortion and the right to
information."
The state legislator can impose
restrictions on medical practice, if a
particular aspect of that practice is
irrational, and the revealing of the sex
of the fetus is," they continued.
"Withholding medically irrelevant
information, which includes the sex
Cronin's
By SEAN HARRIS
A memorial service was held for
Andrew Dearborn Cronin '96, yes-
terday in McGaw Chapel at 1 1 ajn.
Cronin, a member of the Student
Government Association (SGA) la-
crosse team and Omega Alpha Tan
died in a car accident returning to
Wooster from faD break.
The service opened with a perfor-
mance of Symphony No. 3, Opus 28
by organist John M. Russell, musk
professor. : Dean of Students Ken
Phaquellec noted that all those to
speak in memory of Cronin and com-
menting on the effect Cronin's life
had an he came in contact with.
PlusqueHec's remarks were fol-
lowed by Barbara Basin, associate to
the dean for campus ministries with a
reading of "The God I Don't Believe
In" by Juan Arias. In her reading,
Battin raised the question of the un-
certainty of life and death, calling
Cronin's life "those rays of sunshine
breaking through the ram and storm
clouds."
Followed by Battin's reading was
Rev.JobnHoIliger,fromtheScJames
Episcopal Qurch. HcJligerreadfrom
HaroldKushrVs"WnenBadThiags
Happen to Good People." HoCiger
asked students and facultynot to ques-
tion why Cronin had departed, but to
bask in his memory. HoDiger con-
cluded with a reading from Psalm 23
and a moment of prayer.
PresideHerayCbpeland led those
who would offer memories of
Cronin's life at the College, saying
that "Cronin was sensitive to the feel-in- gs
of others, thoughtful and full of
life. Now is the moment to remem-
ber."
Lacrosse coach Tim Clark followed
Copeland and lightened the somber
mood resonating in the chapel by
effering memories of Cronin as one
of his lacrosse players. Clark told of
Croniii's awkward running style as a
first-ye-ar lacrosseplayer.bringlaugh--
of the child, does not restrict the right
to abortion."
However, they said that the law did
allow for the revealing of the sex of
trie fetus if the family had a history of
sex-link- ed genetic disorders. They
recognized three facets to their argu-
ment in favor of the Ohio State law.
"Firstly, a woman's right to abor-
tion is not absolute. Secondly, state
regulation ofabortion is not unconsti-tutiona- L"
Thirdly, they recognized a
woman's right to abortion, but not to
sex-link- ed abortion, which had ad-
verse social repercussions because it
fcdfoscxdiscrirnination. They cited
theexampleof several countrieswhere
sex-link- ed abortion of a female fetus
has resulted man imbalance between
the sexes. In Bombay, India, for
examr7.999 abortions out CJ8.000
were of female fetuses.
memory celebrated
However, Clark went on further to
display thedriveand determination of
Cronin later as a sorjhomore, high-lighti-ng
Cronin's dedication to be the
best lacrosse player he could be. "He
taught me a lot," Clark said. "Physi-
cally Andrew might not be here, but
his memory win live on."
SGA President Lauren Cohen '94
brought to the audience memories of
Cronin as a sophomore representative
for SGA. Cohen noted bow Cronin's
leadersrupabilities stirredfellow SGA
members to the plight of First-Ye- ar
Seminar and how Cronin motivated
everyorieto"takeuparrns"asrepre-- .
In response to a judge's question
about how it was possible to restrict
abortion in part without restricting it
in whole, the lawyers argued that "the
law was restricting only a facet of
abortion, not abortion as a whole."
Another judge posed a hypotheti-
cal situation in which a woman might
desire a racially selective abortion for
personal reasons, and thus want to
know the identity of the father of the
fetus she is carrying.
His question to the lawyers repre-
senting the appellee was, "why can't
trie State not come up withastatute on
prohibition of race selective abortion
without precedent, justas ithas on sex
selective abortion?"
After several questions by the au-
dience, they voted on the issue by a
show of hands. The appeal was suc-
cessful, and the law was overturned.
sentatives of the student body.
Of those present, none seemed to
capture Cronin's memory or move
the audience asJ.GaiarKkx96, one
of Cronin's house mates. Just as
HoUiger asked smrtentsnot to ponder
Cronin's death but his memory,
Chandor called forstudents to revel in
what was Cronin's life and how be
lived iL .. . .- -
The Wooster Chorus delivered a'
searing rendition of Exsultate Deo
after memories of Cronin were com-
pleted, followed by the Scot Pipers
and "Amazing Grace." Fugue in E
flat major closed the service.
Are you considering
theological education?
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
THE DIVINITY SCHOOL
is holding general information sessions
Come learn about our
master's degree programs, including
Master off Theological Studies
and Master of Divinity
Dual degree options and
cross-registrati- on opportunities
with the other Harvard graduate faculties
Moot With A Representative:
Date: Monday, November 1st
Timo: 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Pteco: Lowry Center, (from
10- - 11 a.m., Rm 118)
AM students, AMmsJors, AB years welcome
October 29, 1993
Bonfire warms all
T V
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
In true Scot spirit, McWoo celebrates the Homecoming bonfire '
with students and alumni.
.
Local AIDS testing
expands clientele
By LIZ PUTERBAUGH
This past October 5. the Wayne
County Health Department changed
its policy of scheduled appointments
for AIDS testing to a walk-i-n system.
"We felt ii was a tremendous suc-
cess." Robin Lewis, director of nurs-
ing, said. Before the change, indi-
viduals would not show up for sched-
uled appointments. "We'd make 11
appointments and only half would
show up," Lewis said,
They either got cold feet or just
completely forgot about the appoint-men- L"
Lewis added that the appoint-
ments were arjooynxws ard the de-
partment had no way to contact cli-
ents to remind mem.
Since the new walk-i- n system, of-
fered the firstTuesdayofeverymonth,
Lewis said they tested 26 clients, the
most their paperwork allowed,
Counselor Susan Vames said she
believes the appointments allowed
clients time to change their minds. It
seems tobeasituation where,if some-o- ne
decides to be tested, they want to
go and do it."
When the department began AIDS
testing a year ago, Vames said they
drove a mobile van to and from cer-
tain sites, such as the College, and
conducted the tests within the van.
However, they could only do one
test at a time since the van held only
one counselor and one client After
running tests from the van for six
months, they decided to conduct the
tests at the Wayne County Health
Tl n.i ...l .w. Uatmit Clli,
The fart that the testing is fundedby
agrant through the Akron City Health
Departnxau has been a source cffrus-
tration to the staff, especially since
Akron could only give them commit-men- ts
of three months at a time, said
Vames.
She is in the process right now of
make the Wayne County Health De-
partment an independent testing site,
achange thatwouldmean more money
for supplies and employees. The tests
themselves are paid for by the state
- through Akron. This would allow the
program to test more people more
"'
often.
"Iristeadofonce a month, we could
go to once a week, or two or three
times a month," Vames said. How-
ever, she said the state does not con-
sider Wayne County a high-ris- k re-
gion and has been unwilling to part
with state sudadies. Personally, I
don't feel we're a low-ris- k area, but
the state feels we're low-risk- ," said
Vames. '
The departmentstill maintains com-ple- te
confidentiality regarding their
clients. The staff ismade upof Vames
arid Lewis, who are bom the counsel-
ors and also nurses, and one other
nurse to draw blood. Vames and
Lewis assign each client who comes
in a number to avoid using names. A
counselor consults thecliem two times,
during the pretest counseling when
the client's blood is drawn, and then
when the client comes back for the
results two weeks later.
"We counsel them tosee if they will
need more testing." Vames said. Ac-cc- rd
to Vames, clients are asked if
they had unprotected sex or shared
needles in the three months before
their test If so, counselors recom-
mend that they be retested because
infected blood will not prove to be
HIV-positi- ve for three to five months.
Unfortunately, Vames said shehas
noticed an increase in the number of
positive test results in the last couple
ofyears inWayne County. However,
this could be attributed to the fact that
more people are getting tested, which
she finds encouraging.
For more information, call the
Wayne County Health Department at
264-959- 0:
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AIDS topic continues FYS
By TODD LEWIS
TheWccsterForumcontinuedlast
night with a lecture by MervynF.
Silverman, president of American
Foundation for AIDS Research
(AMFAR). Silverman addressed the
autliencemMcGaw Chapel onYouth
and AIDS".
Silverman's address concentrated
on theeffectofAIDS on youngpeople.
He said. To me, the one statistic
that is the most startling is that 90per-ce-nt
of all cases are between the ages
of 20 and 49." Noting that 190.000
' have died and that this number is
expected to exceed 300.000 within
two years, he observed, "that's more
than died in Korea, Vietnam, and the .
Gulf War combined."
Snverrnanoffered figuresabout the
extent of teen-ag- e sexual activity,
noting that by age 17, 50 percent of
teens are sexually active, 23 percent
of females have had more than six
partners, and 20 percent of men have
had between six and 10. He further
said that by age 20, 70 to 85 percent
are sexually active with only 47 to 55
percent using condoms during first
intercourse. "Perhaps most distress-
ing is the faa that the number of teens
infected with AIDS in the past two
years has increased 22 percent, a star-
tling rise."
Silverman stressed the only sure
SGA reviews Hjeia's quality
By UZ PUTERBAUGH
Since the beginning of this semes-
ter, theStudent Government Associa-
tion (SGA) has been conducting an
evaluation of the Hygeia's Student
Health Center.
SGASenatorShannonSheehan'95,
chair of the ad hoc committee on
Hygeia, said since SG A's attention is
always being directed to Hygeia, the
committee's role represents a con-
stant concern to both SGA and the
student body.
"It's not a standing committee, but
there hasn't been a year when some-
one hasn't had a concern about
Hygeia," Sheehan said.
Sheehan said she hopes to take stu-
dent concerns and complete a com-
prehensive report by next semester
before the next trustee meeting in
April
.
"
"The ultimate goal is to put to-
gether what Hygeia has and what we
students think they should have," she
said. "I don't warn to make a laundry
listofcomplatntsbecauseldcn'tthink
that would be productive."
Afterdistributing questionnaires to
students about the quality of Hygeia's
heal thservkxs,Sheehan received only
40 responses. Sheehan said the low
return rate on the questionnaires dis-
appointed her.
"I would have liked to have gotten .
more," she said. "People don't think
cure is prevention. "HTV is not casu-
ally spread like the flu and the cold,"
he said. Tf you do not engage in sex,
and you do not inject drugs, you don' t
have to worry about getting HTV and
AIDS." He went on to stress the
importance of abstinence and, when
engaging in any sexual intercourse, to
use protection. "Even with a condom,
mere is no safe sex, only safer sex."
He emphasized that "HIV is an equal
opportunity infector," and that all
people should take pains to protect
themselves from infection.
, Dan Succarde '97 said, "He was
my favorite speaker so far. He was
very informative in a friendly way
that everyone could understand. I
think he definitely sparked some in-
terest in getting people more aware of
their habits and what they do."
Robyn Hill '97, said,"He supported
a lot of his statements with a lot of
concrete statistics and details. I do
believe AIDS might have been a
.
man-ma- de disease created towards
certain populations."
Julia Jones, AIDS educator for the
Ashland County Health Department,
saidM still find itdistressingthatalot
of the students were still concerned
with where the virus comes from as
opposed to how do you prevent it"
As an AIDS educator, Jones is prima-
rily concerned with educating people
about the medical effects of AIDS. '
about Hygeia unless they need it"
One major concern students had
were Hygeia's hours. "A lotofpeople
want Hygeia to be open during lunch-time- ,"
she said. Sheehan said she
learned from Nancy Anderson, head
nurse and administrative coordinator
of Hygeia, me reason treatment is not
offerred during lunch is because doc-
tors need that time to treat the inpa-
tients.
Although dieclinic hours are 8 am.
to 11:30 a.m. and 1 pjn. to 4 pjn.
MorklaythroughFriday.Sheehansaid
a lot of students incorrectly think
Hygeia is inaccessible outside those
hours.
"You can always get into Hygeia,"
T-Sh-irt Design
Contest
Chemistry Club
.
Winner will receive $40
and a free T-sh-irt
Only requirement: Ideas must be
Chemistry related
Submit m high quality drawing with yot
name andcampus box number to the
Chemistry Departmental Office by
November 12, 1993
Associate Professor of Communi-
cations Solomon Obotetukudo said of
the speech that itwas"heavy on statis-
tics; very evidential I think that it
served the purpose that we intended,
which was to alert the college-ag- e
students of the calamities they are
facing because of the higher infection
rate of that age group. There's going
to be a strong reaction in terms of
behavior modification, because there
was the element of shock in there."
As president of AMFAR,
Silverman directs this national non-
profit institution in itsHraising funds
to support innovative, creative re-
search, both basic biomedical and
clinical research and into ethical and
social : issues." According to
Silverman, "we also do work in the
areaof education andprevention, pub--
lie policy and prevention on the inter-
national level, since we can't be
ins ulararel just thinkabout the United
States,"
Asked afterwards what he thought
.the best prospects fora solution were,
he said, "Long term, gene therapy is
the best prospect for a solution. Short
term, if we get the right mix of drugs
that will stop the virus, then we might
be able to have people lead long and
healthy lives. We haven't cured dia-
betes or high blood pressure, but with
medications, people live relatively
long, normal lives."
she sakLTt'sreally important toknow
there is medical care."
Sheenan's talk wim Anderson made
her realize how much students don't
know about Hygeia. "Publicity just
doesn't seem togetoutaboutHygeia,"
she said.
For instance, "A lot ofwomendon't
know there's an ob gyn there every
week. People don't know what's
there and they need to know what's
there."
Sheehan hopes this evaluation will
shed light on what is available to
students. Plans have been made for
her committee, and possibly other
students, to take a tour of Hygeia to
find out what is offered.
CLASSIFIED
It Smells Like
TeenSpirit!!!
If you like Nirvana, get
Tncesticide."
What do you mean you don't
have it?
Get the cassette, still in the
original wrapper, for $ 10 or the
best offer. Must Sell!!
Call the Voice office at x2598 and
leave a message.
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Wooster Insight
Apathy? Who cares?
The accusation that a college campus is apohetic b not a new one, nor is it
a complain confined to Wooster. On campuses in general, students are
expected to take a less loan objective view of their discussion of issues and
subjects ranging from social injustice to responsible use of scientific power.
On our own campus, arguments for and against speech codes are inevitably
based on the assumption that our school is a place of raised consciousness,
higher standards and greater tolerance. It is the open-mind- ed quality of
gnrtrnrt, and he high degree of tolerance embraced by the community that
allows for not only debate, but also campus protest
This semester student groups have used various inethocls ofactivism tobring
issues into the conscious of the community. These included such imaginative
efforts as (he "homosexual walk of fame" next to Andrews Library, mock
death scenes in protests ofdeaths due to unsafe abortion, and nx recently the
showing of TheLorax" to promcttiainforestconservatjcA awareness. The
success of these projects is not limited to their direct eflea on the issues they
addressed, but rather the contribution they make to the campus m general.
Whether ornot a student agrees with the goals expressed by the activism, they
are being invited, or even prodded, into thinking abomthenx The activism fills
the campus wfch color and spectacle, as well corrversation and debate.
Shack attack ;
Unlike most oraversuies and coCeges, Wooster has not had a nearby off-camp-us
hangout in recent years. Aside mxacoampus social places such as
Mom's Trucksop and the Underground, --do place exists within walking
dlstanceforstudentttpsitbackandrelax. TheShacic.onPineStreet.iepiesents
a real opportunity for smrtrnts to have their own hangout The fact that the
snack bar is off-camp- us gives students a chance to step back from campus life,
and even to have the option of smoking while eating a meaL
Although restaurants and cafes have met with varying success at this
taottion.stndenoshouMrealizctfaeop .
latest venture on Pine Street a success.
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Dedicated to the Life and Memory of our Friend and Brother
Andrew Dearborn Cronin
August 10, 1974 - October 19, 1993
As surety as the sunset in my latest November shall translate me to (he ethereal world, and remind me ofthe ruddy
morning cfyouth; as surely as the last strain cfmusic whichfalls on my decaying ear shall make age to beforgettem,-- '
or.pi short, the manifold influencesofnature survive during the term cfournatural life, so surely my Friendshallforever
be my Friend, and reflect a ray ofGod to me, and time shall foster and adorn and consecrate our Friendship, no less
than the ruins oftemples. AsIlove nature, asI love singing birds, andgleaming stubble, andflowing rivers, and morning
'and evening, and summer and winter, I low thee my Friend.
bom A Week on The Concord and Merrimack Rivers
. Henry David Thoreau '
Thanks all who have given love and support throughout this turbulent time.
The Men of Omega Alpha Tau
"WhenevcrpcssIble uae inter-- cam-p-us
sidewalks that are well lighted."
This is a direct quote from the cam-
pus securuy alerts that have gone up
not once, but twice within the first two
months of school. I would like to pose
a question to the department of Secu-
rity (and whoever funds their lighting
projects): can you tell me where that
-
"well-lighte- d" sidewalk is when walk-
ing from Freedlander Theatre to the
northeasiend ofcampus (Le. Babcock.
Compton. Wagner?)
The path less lighted
If one walks between Taylor and
McGaw, there is a clump of trees that '
is not weQ liL If one walks up past
McGaw and through Kauke, one con-
stantly walks through shadows. And
if one walks down University Street
toward Scheklewell, we now know
that isn't safe. We've known this for a
long time because we have tried to
figure out how to safely return to our ,
dorms each night after evening
rehersals. I am not the only one who
feels this way, as Freedlander is the
nightly hqme to many actors, musi-
cians, arid dancers. Yes, we walk in
groups and, yes, we are acutely aware
of our surroundingwell, as acutely
aware as we can be inthe dark.
If ifs a matter of funding, find the
money. Contact the trustees (they've
helped numerous times) but please,
try to secure this campus before these
alerts become a trend. And where is
that well-light-ed sidewalk?
Liz Stamen "95
Footnotes
Wooster named party schooL-N- ot! This warm fuzzy will help you get a job
The Fall edition of "Inside Edge." a new magazine
aimed at young men aged 1 8-2-4, contains a survey of300
colleges and universities. Taken nationwide, it gauges
quality of social life at undergraduaie schools, consid-
ered ease of graduation and classes, spora irr
party and bar scene, attractiveness of female student
body, facilities, and location. The College of Wooster
was ranked in the bottom third at number 209, ten places
worse than the CcJorado School of Mines. From some
ofus putting out the Voice lateThursday night, er, Friday
morning, even that dismal ranking seems a bit generous.
The Student Activities Board has altered a Homecoming
halfiime tradition. Instead of honoring one male and one
female as "Outstanding Senior." this year they honored
every senior, awarding each a brass (key)ring. Not only is
this prulccprucally inclusive like those kindergarten games
where everyone won, but itis also a pragmatic improvemenL
Now, every senior who will soon face thejob market or grad
schools will be able to add "recognized as Outstanding
Senior" to their resumes or applications. With a tough job
market, every bit helps
Viewpoints Editor
October 29, 1993
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KERRY BRETT "95 TUCKER BETHEM 94
I am victim, hear me whine
There's plenty ofoppression to go around
You are a victim.
I don't really care who you are. Nook does for that matter. AD anyone needs
to know is what you look like. From mat we can tell ifyou're male or female, black
or white. Ifwe are feeling really motivated, we may try to find out a little bit more,
like your religion.
All we need is to know what category you fit into and how you are a victim.
If you're black, you are a historical victim of whites. Rodney Kinfc is your hero.
Ifyoureawoman.youarethehistorkvkofmen.
MATT SEAMAN You have the luxury of picking any one of i mny famous
women throughout history. Your fellow gynovktims are
many and you can rejoice as your victimization tradition is
rich and varied.
If you are white, you are the victim of affirmative action and many other
narkHKhcs against your ancestor's oppression of Macks. Your hero is Reginald
Denny. .
If you are male, you are the victim of affirmative action too. You are also the
vfctimofrachfCTrmsm.artdn Yon are most definitely the
victim of Andrea Dworkin. I am your hero, because after women read this and
realized how Tve victimized them, they D victimize me. I am martyr, hear me roar.
Society is headmg for rriorc and nKrefragrrientatio America is now a collection
of different victims, and L for one, am damn glad to hear it. I hope the trend
continues. I took forward with joy to the day when I can check the "White
pHHKim" Nre 0" 9 j"fr appliratinn and rest agairerf that I will he sfVetwri fnr thatjob based on what I am and who I am. I look forward to being able to take a"White
Male Studies" course. Some people say that all courses are like mis, but I want to
be able to study my group's particular historical victimization. I want to be able to
go into a class and get an "A" based on my gender and ethnicity alone. It will be a
great day when we can wake up in the morning and go out into the world to greet
all the people of the world to link arms in a joint oppression cf each other.
Of course, there are those weak-knee- d, conservative, George Bush-voti- ng folks
outthere who may say that we are going too far. They may say that we should just
acknowledge that everyone is equal. That we should try to free ourselves from the
racial and sexual idoiririfs that have bound us in the past. They would say that we
are individuals and not categories and evengo so farastosay that we should all work
towards some kind ofcommon good. They say, this is what makes me mad, that we
should learn to fr- - personal responsibility for our own failures and inabilities.
But these people are fools and dreamers. It's easier to judge people, all people,
on their skin color and genital configuration. And this is after all, America, and we
have a long, rich tradition based on doing the easiest thing. Besides, if we all had
to be judged solely on the merit ofour ability to contribute to society, no one would
be able to hide behind obscure metaphors involving race tracks for why they can't
perform certain tasks. No, that's not the world I want my children to be raised in.
I want my kids to grow up knowing who to hate, knowing that m matter what they'll
be given a second chance because they've been a historical victim of some kind of
oppression. I look forward to the day when the children of the world can join hands
and sing (to the tune of the old Tm a Pepper" jingle) "I'm a victim, you're a victim,
wouldn't you like to be a victim too?"
Matt Seaman is an editorial writerfor the Voice.
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Speak YourMind
With this weekend ending Daylight Savings Time, what are you going to do with the extra hour?
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DIANE RANDOLPH 95
I could uses to study. But niprob- - Trick-or-treatmo- re.
ably use it to get six hours of sleep .
instead of the usual five.
DIANA IDRISS '96
PagcS
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ALLISON HIGHTSHOE 95
rmgoing to sleep. I haven't had any -- 1 would use the extra bouts to collect
and I need to catch up. all the leaves along the Kauke arch
way and build a ton with my friend
Robin.
How to deal with the KKK: Ignore them
When hate meets hate, only the extremists benefit
This past Saturday over a thousand counter-demonstrato- rs
protested the preserce ofKuKluxHan
Columbus. While most simply wanted to protest the
Klan's bigotry, instead they inadvertently helped both
the Klan and the extrem--
STEFAN A. BIELSKI
legislators as certainly
nonewould meet them.
' The press, for the
mostpart, wasnot there
to cover the 21, but the
1,000 and any violence
that precedents sug-
gested there might be.
ists among the protesters
get their propaganda out.
1 Also, they ignored an al-
ternativepeaceful "Unity
Day" dernonstration held three miles away.
This KKK "presence" was not a march or even a
rally. Itcertainly wasn'tamonolithic sea ofwhite sheets
carrying torches, but instead a pitiful band of21, sans
hoods. They were not there to burn crosses, as it is
ulegaLoreven tolobby
An anti-Kla- n leader proclaimed,
in language reminiscent ofthe
Klan itseff, "ifsomebody comes
into our neighbor-hoo- d and
bothers us, lets km em.
Television, radio and
newspaper reporters interviewed counter-demonstrato- rs.
Now, under the Federal -- Communication
Commission's insidiousTaimess Doctrine," the broad-
cast media are also required to give access to the other
side, in mis case, the KKK.
The police were also out in force because of the
violence that has in the past accompanied the Klan
(allies that had counter-demonstrato- rs. The previous
week's Klan rally in Indianapolis, which was tamerthan
previous ones, started out with threats from anti-Kla- n
leaders. Mmoja Ajabu, with the ominous title ofCom-
mander in Chief of the Black Panthers Militia, pro-
claimed, in language reminiscent of the Klan itself, "if
somebody comes into our neighborhood and bothers us,
let's kin 'era." Some acted on his words, for the
Indianapolis Star showed photos of thugs kicking and
beaung a Klan sympauiizer following the rally.
In Columbus oneprotester complained that tax money
was used to hire police to protect the Klan. Another
shouted, "Some of the cops here are in blue today and
tney'UbemsheetstonighL"Wim remarks like these, the
Klan, which has been very careful about what they say
lately, almost sounds reasonable. And when the press
gives them their "equal access" they have a chance to
repeat their driveL such as that the KKK "isn't a hate
organization." One coached Klansman proclaimed,
"we are a love organization."
Why did some go to protest the KKK? The obvious
answer is to show their opposition to the message and
action of hate the KKK has promulgated over the past
century. Somehow this seems insufficient. The Klan
is universally despised. They are despised most
obviously, because they themselves preach hate for
nearly everyone. Not just today's annointed "op-
pressed," but even politically incorrect minorities, like
Jews and Catholics. Yet, not everyone feels the urge to
protest the Klan. They know the Klan, aside from a few
pockets in the deep South, cannot muster more than the
- pitiful number seen in Colum
n
bus.
However, I think thereason is
either that some feel they were
left out of the Civil rights
struggle, perhaps because they
were born too late, or they have
their own narrow agenda to ad-
vance. The latter hope to latch
on to a issue on which there is
widespread agreement and therefore make their own
often extreme position seem mainstream. Their logic
is clear, simple, and wrong: There is eviL To oppose
evil is good Therefore we are good.
Here, too, wen-intention- ed people can be led by
extremists. The group from the College was led by a
Wooster resident, who also started the Socialist club
here. At one level, Iappreciate his efforts. (Along with
a new bona Cde off-camp-us hangout, the College now
has its own tag-alo- ng ideologue. This place is turning
into a regular campus. Hell, if this townsman starts one
more group, I'll nominate him for student leader of the
year.) However his tactics are disingenuous. Earlier,
he jumped on the pro-choi- ce bandwagon. And now
armed with violent hate literature of his own such as
"KiU the Nazi Scum," he is cavalier about issues of
bloodshed.
Such extremists gam by strife, not peaceful change.
It is essential that those ofreasonable minds peacefully
fight racist messages with messages ofour own without
physically fighting the messengers. Our free and civil
society ultimately depends on it
Stefan A. Bielsid is viewpoints editorfor the Voice.
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After 80 year history, The Shack is
ByZACHVEXLLEUX
TREESUNDAEloeveryWooster.
player making a touchdown against
CaseT That's an ad out of the No-
vember 1,1933. issue ofTte Wooster
Voice far the Shack. That was 60
yean ago, in a day when Wooster
played Case, and even scored an oc-casio- nal
touchdown. (Iben celebrated
with sundaes, not beer.) Today, The
Shack: is that lick balding across the
street from Matter Hall that seems lo
have sprung out of nowhere over the
summer. Yet it's sprang out c some-
where, or it must have, if they' ve had
ads for at least sixty years.
It turns oat that The Shack, or at
least a similar restaurant on that site
has existed in some form or another
smce 1913. At that time a man named
Bin Syrios owned h. It was popular
with Wooster students, who got to
know Syrios, and be knew all their
names. Students would hang out there
regularly. In this time, before Mora's
Truckstop, this was the snackbar and
the place lo go for food when the
dining hall wasn't open.
Syrios died in 1937. His daughter.
Anna, the current owner of the build-
ing, soil lives in thebuilding's second
story, at age 68. Inspired by this
history.and the success ofBIH Syrios,
Gregg and Carol Wuckter rented the
building test December, with grand
plan. Foreightyears.GreggWucier
had been a truck driver, driving a
green Kenwcm extended-nos- e truck
through every state in the United
States, until ihree buck uaget tu forced
him to give up the road. He figured
he'd been through enough truck stops
in his life that he could start a snack
bar himself. He alsocredits his father.
Journeying to the
By AASON SXRYPSXI
AjHaltoweenspcroaches, thoughts
of the supernatural world begin to
' pervade our minds. Our thoughts are
filled with the images of ghosts,
witches aal the Vci1d beyond." But
do people really believe in the
supernatural? Is there an afterlife?
And if so. what is this afterlife? ,
Psm Freese, an arshropology and
ay inlrigy professor, said ihat,Tcoplc
define afterlife by how they live in
society." There is no set view of the
afterlife. Tbe interpretations of fife
after death are as many there are
religions. Some people choose not to
believe in Efe after death.
The belief that there isnoafterlifeis
not uncommon. Aaron Hemry "97
holds no belief in life after death.
"The concept of an afterlife is an
invention by people who were afraid
of death," be said. Hernry believes
that people invented the notion of an
afterlife so they would "be more
willing to face death, believing it only
leads to more life." To Hemry the
truth m the afterlifeTies in that we are
After tea months of remodeling and
reopened in tbe same brick building
acockwimafbndness for clambakes,
and his wife, Carol, with 18 years of
restaurant experience, for deciding to
open The Shack.
The Wuckters are very enthusiastic
about their new enterprise, which
Gregg renovated mostly by himself,
with the help of a carpenter friend. As
a family run place, they can be flex--
simply biological beings, as much as
a tree, and no more."
Freese said that how people live
drfirri irfyrcflects their personal beliefs
about the afterlife. She went on to
dc ncflbc Mn ex per invent Ac conducted
in her Magic, Wachcraftand Religion
course. She asked students to write
about theirthoagnts onlife afterdeath.
She found that gender, family,
economic status and oppression all
influence views on the afterlife.
.
The expression of a society can
pfcry a large role in forming views on
the afterlife, she said. The Mayans, a
Native American group, have been
cypieisedforcertnries, In their view
of life after death, the "gringo"
oppressors are beasts ofburden in the
next world, while those Mayans who
wereoppressed m this world will lead
lives of leisure.
The value of family or tradition,
stated Frese, also plays a role in
' determining the nature of life after
death. The Pueblos, a Native
American society, bury their dead in
thick-sole- d sandals. They believe the
further you are from your ancestors.
photo bjr CHERYL BEOCDt
renovation, Tbe Shack has
it occupied eighty years ago.
ible about their menu and their hours.
Mr. Wuckter says he's working on a
vegetarian menu, and, if they're not
loo busy, he's willing to take special
orders, especially if they're fried pea-
nut butter and banana sandwiches.
Mr. Wuckter says be sets his prices
with college students in mind, know-
ing they don't always have a lot of
nest world: life after death
the farther yea must walk back in the
afterlife. To reach them, the Pueblos
often wear through the heavy soles.
Rohk Barman. 95 from India, said
that om'scuhurcdoes influence kk
on the afterlife. Barman said that,
"My parents and their culture believe
that whatever yon do in this life
influences the next." This belief is
caQedKarma. "AH of as have a soul
and after death the soul is liberated."
he said. Barman said he is "not sure
if (the soul enters another body, ar if
it goes to heaven c ihe white light,"
but he upheld that bis culture
influenced his views.
Perhaps one of the most common
beliefs is the separation of physical
bodyand spirit This maybeevidenced
in the Judeo-Christia-n belief. The
idea is circular after death, the body
returns from whence itcame,theearth.
By maintaining its belief in God, the
soul joms God in heaven.
Student reaction to the notion of
afterlife breaks down along a variety
of lines. Kitamu Barnfield 94,
member of the Wooster Christian
Fellowship, "personally feels great
eager to serve students
money.
Interested and intrigued by all of
this, I found a couple of adventurous
friends, and set off to see what the
place is really like. Although hidden
and slightly off the beaten path, it's
not actually any farther away than
ITwry fromjustabout any dorm. The
Shack is situated in a small, two-stor- y
brick building nestled between two
bouses. It's impossible to miss, lo-
cated right behind Mateer HaH.
The decor inside is simple. Every-
thing seems new, but not lavish. The
booths are constructed like picnic '
tables, and there are spaces between
the planks. The walls are covered
with hundreds of old license plates,
mostly from Ohio and Alaska, and
pictures of the original Shark. It's a
fairly friendly atmosphere, wim lots
ofwindows, and almost exactly what
you'd expect from a snack bar. Tbe
TVblaredDonaruie. Afriendlyyoung
man sporting a large while chefs hat
stood behind the counter, and waited
patiently while we looked over the
menu. He appeared to be the only one
working.
They serve a variety of burgers,
pizza (both in pies and by-the-sli- ce),
hot demand sandwiches fish,grilled
cheese, BLTs, Italian sausage, and'
chicken. Standard snack bar fare.
They also have fries, onion rings,
breaded mushrooms, mozzarella
sucks, and homemade soup. Several
flavors of ice cream sit in a big cooler
across the front of the counter. If
your'e more adventurous (and moti-
vated enough to get up before 11),
they also serve breakfast, with eggs,
bacon, hash browns, bagels, english
muffins, cereal, and the other stan-
dard breakfast items.
about the afterlife." Barnfield
affirmed the Christian belief that,
"Men receive rewards of things done
in the flesh." She stated that in the
afterlife, "People who despise the
presence of God will get their wish.
It's not a pretty sight,"
Yet, not only Judeo-Christia- ns
believe in tbe circular nature of life
arjd death. The Kaluli peoples ofNew
Guniea, said Frese, also believe in a
revolving life cycle. The Kahili
believem theexistence tftwo worlds,-wher- e
their spirits exist
simultaneously. In one world, the
spirit occupies a human form, and in
the other an animal one. When their
spirit companion, or the animal form
of their spirit dies, so do they. They
then return to the opposite world to
begin the cycle again.
The Zinacantecos of Mexico also
believe that their spirits occupy
animals. The ancestors who live in
the mountains around their village
corral their spirit partners. Only when
the Zinacantecos have committed a
moral crime win the ancestors let the
spirit animal loose. If the animal is
.
IfinaQydecidedtobebrave,andtry
something called the WcokBurger. I
have no idea what a Wook is or why
it might want to lend its name to a
burger, but I took a chance anyway.
About ten minutes later, I wasserved
a large, hot burger seated proudly
atop a bed of fries. Tbe WookBurger
made tbe Truckstop Special look
pretty wimpy. It came with Swiss
cheese, onions, mushrooms, lettuce,
tonwi,secretsauce,and wasserved
in a whole wheat bun. It was deli-
cious. Better than any Big Mac fir
Whopper I've ever had
The fries were not as good. They
hadapleasant taste,but were not quite
thoroughly cooked. At their best they
were soggy, and the worst ones actu-
ally tasted kind of raw. But the
milkshakes were quite tasty, and al-
though they weren't all that thick,
they came with plenty of ice cream
and a homemade taste. The pizza
came on a french bread crust, topped
with lots of cheese. I can't report oh
its taste, but it certainly looked good,
and my friend made enough noise
while eating it to assure me that it
wasn't soggy.
Overall, it was a very pleasant eat-
ing experience. Atucebreakfromthe
dining halL And not too expensive: I
ate dinner for under $5. It's one of
those places that every college town
should have. It wasn't very busy
when we went there, but somehow
and maybe it's just me I can see it
someday full of young, loud, ener-
getic customers.
Maybe then they'll be able to start
giving away free sundaes to the foot-
ball team, just like in 1933.
Compiled with information
contributed by DariaStefarduk.
hunted anddies, then so will hishuman
counterpart
Freese said that in' this way, the
heritage of the Zinacantecos is
preserved, even after death. In then-socie-ty
the ancestors play a large role
fa governmg moral, legal and political
relations. Because they control tbe
spirit companions, and thus the
potential for death, reverance for the
ancestors and heritage is maintained.
"Theafteriife servesass sanctioning
rnechanism in society." Freese said.
It influences the way you live The
beliefs held by a society reflect how
life should be lead. For Judeo-Christia- ns,
judgment by God
determines the afterlife. For many
Native American aitn resais toreturn
to the ancestors.
A belief about tbe afterlife shows
the nature of society, or person who
holds iL As Halloween comes closer
and childish thoughts ofmonsters and
candy fill our heads, reflect on your
idea of the afterlife, or lack thereof.
And remember, though Halloween
comes every year, you'D only die
once.
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Marching onward . . .
The Scot Marching Band, with bagpipers proudly positioned in
front, participate in the Homecoming parade. The marching band
consists of approximately 120 students, all decked out in McLeod
Tartaa (the yeDow plaid). They are currently being directed by
David Cleveland while Nancy Ditmer is on leave for the year. The
marching season b over, and the band will play at only one more
home game before their final concert Nov. 7 at McGaw.
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do, so m do a shoddy job on it," she
said.
The official reports '"
Several studies have examined the
relation between drinking and college
students. One report. Alcohol and
Drugs on College Campuses, looked
at the relationship between alcohol
use and grade-poi- nt average. It found
that students who consumed an aver-
age oflO.87 alcoholic drinks per week
had GPAs in the D or F range. Stu-
dents who consumed 6.77 drinks per
week had C averages. The B students
consumed 455 drinks, while the A
students consumed an average of3.45
drinks per week. According to an-
other report at George Mason Univer-
sity, 25 of cases of attrition are re-
lated to alcohol use. It showed that
missing classes or work is the most
common indicator ofa student's alcohol--
related problems.
The rerxrtabout Alcohol and Drugs
on College Campuses also found that
students at colleges like Wooster are
Enjoy a FREE Movie Rental with this Pass with
' one paid Rental erf equal value.
- Your Choice of any in stock.
Hurry! Use within 10 days.
Limit 1 per Home. Some restrictions.
Not valid with any other specials.
Back-Do- or Video
212 W. North, Wooster -26-
2-8267
(across from the Justice Center)
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Employment office aids in job search
By AMANDA JUNKTN
Low on cash? Doyou find yourself
scrounging around for those extra
pennies to buy laundry tickets?
Calling home a little too often for
good ol mom and dad to send you
some dough? Maybe it's time you
gotajob!
The Student Employment Office
is the office available on campus to
aid students mtheirprocess offinding
employment ManagcxTony Thomas
95, said the CtfEce begins its work in
the summer by mailing out skills and
interest questionnaires to a0 students
on work-stud- y. When these forms
are returned, the Office gives them to
interested supervisors in each
department. The supervisors men let :
the Office know of possible
employment oppufiunities.
Next, the Office interviews
students to see what their capabilities
are and in what jobs they would be
successfuL "We lookat the skills and
interests of the students and try to
match them up with the available
jobs on campus," Thomas said.
Students are then referred to the job
the most likely candidates to drink
among all college students. The re-
port found that students at four-ye-ar
institutions drank more often than stu-
dents at two-ye- ar institutions. Tor
traditional students (under 24 years
old), it appears that institutional size
makes a large difference, with stu-
dents attending institutions of less
than 200 consuming the most alco-
hol," it stated. Traditional students at
institutions of less than 200 con-
sumed an average of 6.96 alcoholic
drinks per week, compared with 4.59
at institutions with more than 20,000.
Making the change
Several students are trying tochange
their drinking habits. "I'm cutting
down on my nights when I drink.
On nights when I drink during the .
school week, I don't drink as much. I
try to have most of my work done
before I even consider drinking," said
one sophomore who drinks four times
each week and misses classes often as
a result Another senior said, Tm
To drink or to study? That is the question which students face
By CAROLINA MIRANDA
Iniany people,cxUege and drink-
ing are virtual synonyms. College,
however, is supposed to be a time for
students to further their education
and broaden their horizons. Rather
than educate their minds, though, stu-de-nts
who drinkoftendeteriorate their
mind's capacity to absorb knowl-
edge. At Wooster, as at many col-
leges and universities nationwide,
students allow their drinking habits ,
to interfere with their academic per-
formances.
One junior who drinks about five
times per week misses classes and
does poorly on papers and exams
because of her drinking habits. I'm
hungover, so I sleep through class,"
she explained. Td rather drink than
do my homework, so I blow off my
work." A senior who drinks four
times per week also believes that her
academic performance suffers be-
cause of her drinking. "Sometimes.
TD go out even though I have work to
.
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opportunities on all over campus.
Work-stud-y studentshavepriority and
are the only students referred to jobs
in the first three weeks of classes.
After this period, the Office will refer
all other students to employment
possibilities.
Thomas said thatoften thepurpose
of the Student Employment Office
has been misunderstood. He said
students sometimes will get angry if
-
'
. they cannot find employment after
using the services of Student
Employment "We are only a referral
office, we do not guarantee a job on
campus," he said.
Shannon Preece 96' is one student
who took advantage of the services
the StudentEmptoymentOfikxoffers.
She is currently employed at the
Writing Center as a desk receptionist
Her job duties include --answering
phones, schedulmgappomtmentsand
typing job reports. Preece said she is
very satisfied with her job and likes
working with people. "Igettomeeta
variety of people that come in to the
Center," she said.
Other students have been able to
find jobs without going through
going to start changing my drinking
habits. I'm going to try to get my
work done before I go out rather than
vice versa."
Tim Konnert 96 said he would not
allow his academics to suffer because
ofdrinking. "When I have something
big due, I don't drink," he said. "I
don't allow it to affect that much."
Some students have alized that
drinking has had a detn. ntal effect
on theiracademics and h; e cut down
on their drinking. Jess Amburgey '94
explained that as a first-ye-ar student
she would drink quite often. Now she
has limited her drinking to one or two
nights each week, on weekends. "It
was so much easier then because you
didn't have as much work to do," she
said. "Lately my drinking doesn't
affect my academics because I have --
more control over it" She changed
her drinking at least in part because of
her academics. "I got more con-
cerned about my grades because I
want to go to grad school I knew I
couldn't slide through college and go
"""I.
Tanning Session
Enjoy a FREE Tanning Session on us with this Pass
as a 1st time tanning customer. "V
Totally FREE! No obligation,
ut please call for an appointment Use within 10 day:
Limit 1 per Home. Minor restrictions may apply.
Tan-With-- Us
212 W. North, Wooster
...
262-826-7
(across from the Justice Center)
1
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Student Employment by inquiring
about Oifferempositions on theirown.
Tom Zambia) 95 beard that the
Language Lab was hiring and asked
about a position. Zambito was hired
and has been working there for the
past two years. He said he enjoys his
job because his co-wcf-xm are friendly
and helpful "We have a saying in
AV:'AV is a happy place" he said.
Angela Martin 96' has worked in
Wilson bookstore for the past two
years. She also went to the store and
inquired about a position on her own.
Her job duties include stocking and
pricing items. Martin also said she is
very happy with her job. "I like the
ladies I work with. They explain
things tome so itmakes ita loteasier,"
she said.
If you are desperately in need of a
job and hope to find one on campus,
you are probably out of luck. Since
wearenow well into the first semester,
most of the positions on campus have
already been filled. However, the
StudemEmptoymemOfficedoeshaye
a listing of off-camp-us jobs that you
may want to check out And in the
meantime, be really nice toyourfolks.
to grad school," she explained.
Pay for beer or library?
Student drinking habits do indeed
affect their academic performance,
almost nullifying the reason for at-
tending college in the worst cases.
This situation isclearly depicted in the
amount of alcohol consumption by
college students. The Office for S ub-stan-ce
Abuse Prevention claims that
college students spending $42 billion
on alcohol each year. Itpoints out that
this is more than the cost to operate
campus libraries, and fundall scholar-
ships and fellowships nationwide.
.
This problem need not exist how-
ever. v Katie Hoffman '94, realizing
that some of her friends put drinking
before studying, does not believe that
students should let their academics
suffer because of their drinking. 1
feel that if you budget your time well
enough and put away time for social
activities, which does not necessarily
include drinking, it should not affect
youracademicperformance,"she said.
UPTOWNDOWNTOWN
THRIFT BOUTIQUE
250 W. North, Wooster.
242-97-35
--Designer Labels
(Polo, J. Crew, The Cap, etc)
--Quality Jewelry
--Natural Fabrics
A dlffennt typt ofplac.
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t i i3 From alumni to McWoo, creatures of all kinds gath- -
,, 2sL l ered for Homecoming Fiesta. The typical rain
cleared out forawonderful Saturday. The weekend's
' activities brought late nights and even later mornings.
Haraited lionise thrills chidree off all ages
By MICHAEL DITTMAN
A dark October night creeps into
the quiet Ohio coy of Akron, seem-
ingly witfnancoce. Yet. in two side
by side buikfings on Triplet Ave,
rnaybem reigns. A guy looking suspi-arjus- ry
Eke Freddy Kreuger. can-pl- ea
wan ratty greensod red sweater,
beckons menacingly sod asks me if I
want to party.
Next door, a severed bead of an
unlucky accountant speaks to my
friendsand me bora spool of rhicken-in- g
blood on a roll top desk. "Hey
buddy!" be sbouoasIwakpast,Try
tax to lose your head!" We walk put
him inn a maze of pitch black walls
and a ghoul jumps out and shouts
from above. Someone grabs ray back
and screams.
Triday the 13dr "Halloweenr
Nope, it's just another stop at one of
the niany hauntedschoolbcuses, labo-ratori-es
and what have yoo that spring
up like nunhrooms every October in
nonheastern Ohio.
What brings people ofall ageshere?
Why are people willing 10 spend five
to six doQars and standing in line far
40 minutes, only to run through three
floors of assorted ghosties jumping
out of nowhere at them?
While rnoflannchaiipsycrjologiats
The Blenders, Midnight Harmony
please Homecoming crowd
J
u
f ,4 m -
drone on and on about the healthy
aspects ofacathartgexperierice.most
peopfe are just out for a goad time. It
gets some into the Halloween spirit;
for others it's sheer entertainment,
their chance to be in a horror movie
for a few minutes, a cheap virtual'
reality if you wQL
Tve been going to these things
ever since I was a kid," says Annette
Suing of Chesterland. 1 hate being
scared but I do it anyhow."
The signs in front of the Haunted
Schoolhousc say that no one under
the age of seven is allowed inside
without an adult There were plenty
ofchildren in that age group though,
with and without adults.
There were also lots ofadolescents
with their big haired, overty made up
girlfriends and a surprising amount of
parents out for the evening, leaving
their kids behind for a night of child-
ish fun.
Admittedly, die scares do wear off
quickly and walking hunched over in
pitch black halls with nose smashing
ninety degree arms isn't my idea of
fun. Leave self-consciousn- ess at the
door and it's good dean (albeit mor-
bid) amusement.
The biggest haunted house is in
Berlin. Mass. It's 17 acres and env
ploys 350 people in its peak month of
.
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pfaoio by Chtx i L bcCXER
The spirit of HaUoweea sweeps across Northeastrrn Ohio bringing
with ft Jack O Lanterns, candy corn and nareerons ha an ted nooses.
October. But you don't need to go aQ
the way lo Berlin. Northeast Ohio
supports dozens of haunted houses.
Listings can be found in local pa-
pers or on radio ads. They range from
the cheesy amateurish deals put on in
r
' phcao by BJOTTANY BULLARD
Dong Peacock 9i stags solo wfeh his a cappcQa grovp Midnight Ilarmooy, comprised of Steve Wheeler 94,
Steve Sprig 9i, Kka Richards 96, Dxa Fowler 9, Jesse Bmore 97, David Sadd K and Mike Bakoa 96.
The EJeaden, conposed of Paul Dunkirk, Tint Kasper,Ryaa Lance and Darrea Rust, back Peacock np la
McGaw Chapel oa Homecoming weekend. The two groups' concert, "a cappella funky fellas" was jast part
of the festive Iloraecomisg weekend which included free soocktails provided by Student Activities Board, a
parade, bonfire feataring the heralded Scot cheerleaders and the senior recognition held daring balftime of
the Ohio WesJeyn vs. Wooster football game.
high school basements by small lown
civic groups to deluxe year-roun- d af-
fairs that boast scares that rival even
the best B-mo- vies.
Both the Haunted Schoolhouse and
it's neighbor. Haunted Laboratory
Liz Phair 's
Guyville"
answer to
WCWS CD REVIEW
By DAN LA UN
I don't know why this woman isn't
more well known. Liz Phair "Exile
in Guyville," is in competition for the
best album of the year in my book.
Sure some of you know me as
grungemeister, but don't tune out yet.
Liz Phair sounds nothing like
grunge or even truly alternative. It's
basically straight up rock and roll
along the lines of the 1 0AX) Maniacs.
While liz Phair does very well on
the charts ofmany college radio trade
magazines, her appeal to the main-
stream hasn't occurred yet. Maybe
Phair needs to make a video for MTV
or do a benefit with Sung and then
everyone will love her. I doubt shell
do either of these since the album's
already been out for a couple of
months, so make yourself musically
hip and check her out.
Two of thebest tracks on this stellar
first album are "Never Said" and
"Mesmerizing." These tracks offer
some tight rhythmic and sound ar-
rangement with Priair's very power-
ful voaJ arrangements. While this is
have some nice effects, ranging from
a spectacular laser show in the Lab to
a strobe lightindustrial fan
Leamerface guy that was enough to
leave rne a drooling sexjsoriaUy over-
loaded idiot for a few rninutes.
The Haunted Schcolhouse leans a
little heavy on the shower of spark
effect while the Lab prefers the dis-
emboweled body approach. I guess
k's just a matter ofpersonal taste. Or
laci thereof.
Finally, ifyon aregoing to ahaunted
house this Halloween season, bring a
date along. There are guys acting
macho. There are women acting like
little girls, screaming and snuggling
in their boyfriend's arms. There are
also complete strangers walking full
into each other in the dark.
And, there's that pesky adrenaline.
GaklinoF.Pranzarone, a psychology
professor at Roanoke College in Sa-
lem, Va recently released a study
that read in part "Couples receive a
rush of adrenaline from horrorand
misinterpret it as sexual excitement
towards each other." As they say, 'tis
the season.
Ifyou're going lo theHaunted Labo-rator- y
and Haunted Schoolhouse, take
585 to 21 to 76 into Akron. It's on
1300 Triplet! Ave. Admission is $6.
The phone number is 724-910- 0.
"Exile in
feminist
the Stones
only a two person band, they do the
work of 10 live people in the studio.
Proir projects trie power and intensity
of a live show in her voice.
Phair takes over where artists like
PI Harvey quit Instead of simply
being angry, she attacks on the en-
emies' own territory. On "Exile in
Guyville," Phair creates a song by
song repry to the classicRolling Stones
album, "Exile on Main Street." An-
swering Mick and the boys strutting
rock cock of the walk attitude, Phair
creates a moving pissed off semi-femin-ist
rock album. It's quite an
achievement for a debut
A great song on this album is"6'1"."
It's a very well textured and planned
tune, with catchy riffs thrown in. The
lyrics are about how tough it is for a
, woman to be six foot one. I don't
know if Phair really is six foot one or
not, but it fits that this entire album is
about a woman and her troubles wuh
men, from which six foot one is the
easiest topic brought up.
In "Divorce Song." which radio
can't play , Phair talks about the prob-lem- s
with mixing up sex with friend-
ship. The addition ofpowerful lyrical
quality and the tense, enticing sounds
make this extraordinary.
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"The Program" dodges issues
By MARCUS McGRAW
It's dark. Ii's raining. Lights sud-denlytnumirwtethehrimBtsan- dbod-ies
of football players as they huddle
bear a play and prepare to execute the
final down of the game. The ball is
mapped and theplay begins. Thrown
strategically past the home
bench, the ball flies ever so
slowly as linemen grunt,
coaches yell; it's going, it's bench,going oh, it's dropped.
The Program," wrioen and
directed by David S. Ward, going,
and his co-writ- er, Aaron
Latham, begins at the end of
an off season and continues into the
next as the team tries to regain its
prestige and gives the viewer a quick
year-in-the-li- fe of a college football
program.
The movie examines the coach and
ftiffrnr stereotypical members of
EasternStateUniversity football team,
focusing on their individual problems
as they play for a school which views
football primarily as publicity and a
way of raising money.
The coach, played by James Caan,
battles between the board of trustees'
financial concerns, and the ideals
which be tries to preserve. Fighting
for his own job, his ideals dissipate
when the decision of either winning
games or upholding his own personal
integrity are confronted.
Darnel, played by Omar Epps, an
inner-cit- y freshman full of expecta-tkra,facesaunrvcr- sity
which changed
after his initial recruitment, and ex-pe- cts
performance on the field before
the classroom. Eventually, accom-
plishing his goals, he earns a starting
position on the team, a B on a math
test, and a relationship with his origi
nal tour guide.
Darnel's foil, a greedy phOistine
named Taylor,, played by Duane
Davis, was also "on the road to NFL
paychecks but failed to pursue his
education. He ends his season with a
irrevocable injury and a fourth grade
reading level, despite three years at
Thrown strategically past the home
the baUflies ever so slowly as
linemen grunt, coaches yell; ifs
ifs going oh, it's dropped.
the university. This discontinues his
life asastudem and an athlete, and the
ending scene displays him mumbling
plays as he listens to the final game
wearing a symbolic shroud, the bath-
robe, while sitting in a torn lazy boy.
The team leader. Cane, played by
Craig Sheffer, a risk taking, tequila
drinking quarterback, competing for
the Heisman Trophy, eventually
battles his drinking problem, and his
nlarirwaiip with h? apnthrtir fatW- -
Ending predictably, he throws the
winning touch down pass, rekindles
his relationship with Kirsty Swanson,
and thanks the coach for his wise
guidance.
Unfortunately, despite the
character's own success, he has re-
cently been labeled a bad influence
for teenage viewers across the coun-
try. The film has been the object of
controversy for a scene where Cane
"tested his bravery" by lying in the
middle ofa two way highway as cars
drove on either side. After several
reports that teens who had seen the
movie were actually imitating the ac-
tor and later painfully discovering
ANNOUNCING:
OPEN AUDITIONS FOR
THE SCOT SYMPHONIC BAND
NOVEMBER 15-1- 7
Auditions will consist of a solo or an etude of student's
choice deraonstranng hisher ability on the instrumenL
This year's activities will include a 10-da- y tour to
New York City and Boston!
The Scot Band welcomes all majors and has a limited
supply of instarrnents to loan.
For more information and scheduling of an audition time
contact: -
David Cleveland, Director of Bands
Rm. 218 Schcide Music Center
- 263-20-52 -
that cars don'talways stay on theright
side of the road, the scene has been
cut
While being full of excitingly vio
lent football footage, accompanied
with an equally rambunctious score,
thenxrvie lacked strong ccuent.wruch
points to a lifeon thenew release shelf
atthekxal video store. This
cecum primarily --because
the subplots reflecting scan-
dals trial universities andath-let- ic
departments face to-
day, such as illegal recruit-
ing, the use of steroids, ille-
gal payment to athletes, al-
coholism anddate rape, were
aQ spread thinly throughout themovie,
making each individual scene irrel-eva- nt
to the others, rather than giving
a strong portrayal of university life.
Comic relief was thankfully found
in characters that displayed their en-
thusiasm fcr football, whether that be
by breaking car windows with their
own heads or powerful one liners
such as,Tm going to hit you so hard
your mother hurts."
While I expect that there might be
individuals who do put their heads
through windows before a big game,
I don't think that any football player
can compare to those in the movie.
The movie, contrived out ofa combi-
nation of autobiographies and past
Hollywood sports films, was chew-
ing gum for the eyes, making every-
thing appear nothing more than a du-bio- us
Hollywood creation. Unfortu-
nately, The Program" makes the re-
ality ofathletic scandal in universities
appear unrealistic
If you want see the highlight foot-
age, the controversies, the playerpro-file- s,
turn on the television and save
your money.
gftroftss
RudyPG
1 p.m., 320 pm, 5:40 pm,
8 pm, 1020 p.m.
The Program H
1:35 p.m-- , 4:15 p.m., 7:20
pm, 10p.m.
Demolition Man R
1
.--
05 pm, 3:45 pm, 7:05
pm, 9:45 pm
Malice R
120 pm, 3:30 pm, 5:40
pm, 7:50 pm, 10:10 pm
Fatal Instincts PG--1 3
125 pjTL, 3:35 pjTL, 5:35
pm, 7:35 pm, 9:45 pm
Judgment Night R
1:05 pm, 325 pm, 5:45
pm, 8.05 pm, 1020 pm
Oct. campus
paperback
bestsellers
1. Rising Sun, by Michael Crichton.
(Ballantine, $6.99) Fierce industrial
intrigue between American and Japa-nes- e
rivals.
2. The Finn, by John Grisham. (Is-landDeIL$- 5.99)
Young lawyer con-
fronts the hidden workings ofhis firm.
3. The Pelican Brief, by John
Grisham. (Dell $6.99) Law student
finds herself on the run from killers of
two Supreme Court justices.
4. A Tune to KilL by John Grisham
(IslandDell, $5.99) Racial tension
runs high during a triaL
5. Congo, by Michael Crichton.
(Ballantine, $5.99) Investigation of
an ill-fat- ed archaelogical expedition.
6. Life's Little Instruction Book, by
H. Jackson Brown Jr. (RuteledgeHill
$3.95) Advice for attainingafuU life.
7. Jurassic Park, by Michael
Crichton. (Ballantine, $6.99) Atheme
park's cloned dinosaurs are creating a
world crisis. Subject oflast summer's
blockbuster.
8. All the Pretty Horses, by Cormac
McCarthy. (Vintage, $12.00) Young
man's corning ofage in me Mexico of
195a
9. Decked, by Carol Kggins Clark.
(Warner, $459) Murder mystery set
on a transatlantic cruise.
10. Seven Habits of Highly Effec-
tive People, by Steven R. Covey.
(Fireside, $9.95) Guide to personal
fulfillment.
New and recommended
Crossing The Danger Water, by
Deirdre Mullane, Ed. (Anchor,
$16.00) Comprehensive collection
of three hundred years of African-Americ- an
writing.
0
Man Without a Face
PG-1- 3
1:15 pm, 4:10 pm, 7 pm,
9:35 pm
Nightmare Before
Christmas PG
1 30 pm, 3:30 pm, 530
pm, 730 pm, 930 pm,
12 am'
Mr. Nanny PG
1:40 pm, 3:55 pm, 5:50
pm, 7:45 pm, 9:55 pm
The Good Son R
1:50 pm, 3:50 pm, 5:50
pm, 7:55 pm, 10:05 pm
Halloween special -
.
engagement-O- ct. 29, 30
'All shows before 6 pjn, $3 25, all other shows $5.
4108 Burbank Road, Wooster (216)345-875- 5
Upcoming
week in
entertainment
Oct 29
"Dirty" John Valby
8 pjn.
Agora
The Mystery of Jima VepV
Through Nov. 6
University Theatre, U of Akron
The Dining Room"
Aurora Community Theatre
Bill Wharton The Sauce Boss"
10 pjn.
Wilbert's
Oct. 30
Her Story, His Story: Jewelry
and Sculpture by Kathleen
Browne and Keith Lewis
Through Jan. 2 .
Akron Art Museum
The All Star Gospel Legends
: with The New Statesman, the
Palmetto State Quarter, the
Weatherfords with Lily Fem
7 pjn. .' y --
Canton Palace Theatre
DukeRobillard
10pm.
Wilbert's
"Rocky Horror Picture Show"
with Dink live
Agora
Oct 31
Myriad, 3:30 pjn.
Cleveland Museum of Art
Ricky Van Shelton, Martina
McBrkJe
7:30 pan.
Cleveland Palace Theatre
..
Jam Night with Nitebridge
The Brother's Lounge -
Nov. 2
"LesMiserables"
Through Nov. 7
State Theatre
Carrot Top
8p.m.
EJ. Thomas
Nov. 3
Ansel Adams: The Early Years
and Degas to Matisse: The
Maurice Wertheim Collection
from the Harvard University
Art Museums
Through Nov. 5 "'
Cleveland Museum of Art
"Something's Afoot"
Through Nov. 14
Greenbrier Theatre
Chick Corea
9 pjn.
Peabody's DownUnder
Nov. 4
"Love's Tangled Web-Throu- gh
Nov. 21
Working Theatre
Confederate Railroad
8 pjn.
BootScoot'n Saloon
Frantic Flattops
lOnjn.
yWilbert's v
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FWDAY.OCT.29
PumpIrincaiYmgcontestand Hal-
loween video!
8 pjn. The Underground, 50 cenu.
Carve a pumpkin and have the
chance to win money prizes. You
even get to keep your pumpkin!
Contest wffl be followed by a scary
movie "Psycho." Often imitated
but never equaled, "Psycho" is a
tale ofa strange young man and hit
possessive mother; it also features
the now-fam- oi it shower scene, the
Bates Motel and the creepy bouse
thatcerlooksit!
Red Pin Special in Scot Lanes. 9
pm.il pjn. Win Free Games!
SATURDAY. OCT. 30
730 pjn. A. 10 pjn. Mateer. SL
FUnx Bram Stoker's TJrscula."
Oscar winning Francis Ford
Coppola goes back to Bram
S laker's classic for this retelling of
the famous legend.
HaltoweenMasquerade! 10p.m.-- 2
am. Free Admission!
Cash prizes wi2 be given for the
best costumes. Don't miss this
chance to celebrate Halloween!
SUNDAY. OCT. 31
730 pjn. Mateer. Free.
Classic FDm: The Dead Zone"
Adapted from thebest-selun- g novel
by Stephen King. Christopher
WaQxn isJohnny Smith, a teacher
who emerges from a coma with a
cSsturbing psychic gift
MONDAY. NOV. 1
Registration for Spades Tourna-
ment begins! Tournament will be
heldonTbursday.Nov.lL Regis-
ter in Scot Lanes. CashPrizes!
Ping Pong Tournament registra-
tion begins. Tournament tobe held
on Saturday. Nov. 2a Register in
Scot Lanes.
TUESDAY. NOV. 2
Video Night. The Underground,
50 cents.
8 p.m. "American Graffiri." One
of the meet popular films of the
701.
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 3
Happy Hour inThe Underground!
Sep by and unwind from 10 pjn.-laj- n.
THURSDAY. NOV. 4
Peruvian Trading Company
sweater sale. Lowry Lounge. 10
un.--7 pjn.
Video Night. The Underground.
50 cents. Please note that this
video has been changed from Fri-
day. Nov. 5. 8 pjn. "Thelmaand
Louise." This film combines the
best of the great buddy movies
with the social consciousness of
the changing roles of women in
America.
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The History of the Citibank
ClassicVisa card and the Age of Credit
Ond SeCllrity. In the 67th year of the 20th Century AD., Citibank introduced a credit
card aptly titled the Citibank Classic Visa card. Established on the premise that a credit card should
ofler 24 boors a day warm, personal service, the Citibank Classic Visa card marked the end of the
Ice Age. And it ushered in a new era. U With the introduction of the first Phot oca rd, the credit card
J
ft
bearing ones own photo and signature on the front, it soon became
evident that Man was entering the Post Paleolithic Period. First, --
Man was no longer looking like a Neanderthal, as one often does on
more primitive cards such as the Student ID. He or she could now
Mui(.. choose his or her own photo. Second, by cfeterring other anthropoids
rfrTZ JLrrr.lJ from' using the card, Man was helping to prevent fraud Surely this
was a sign of advanced intelligence. U The subsequent rise of services was nothing less than an
American Revolution. So as you might expect. Citibank would be there for you, even if your can!
was stolen, or perhaps lost. The Lost Wallet" Service could have a new card in your hands
usually within 24 hours. fVbu can almost hear Paul Revere crying, "The card is corning! The
card is coming!) U When the Great Student Depression came along. Citibank introduced
New Deals special student discounts and savings. Hence, today's student can enjoy a $20
Airfare Discount for domestic flights' (ushering in the Jet Age); savings on mail order
purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.49b1; and,
no annual fee. 1 Finally, comes the day you enter the Classical Age (Le. when you charge
your purchases on the CkJbank Classic card). You receive Citibank Price Protection to assure
you of the best prices. Just see the same kern advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and
Citibank will refund the difference up to $1503. You receive Bayers Secarhy", to cover
those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from
the date of purchase3. And Citibank Lifetime Warranty", to extend the
expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years4. Together they
give you complete coverage; and with everything else.. .the Age of Credit
ZZZTZZTZri: Card Security. 1 Its credit history in the making. With the help of Citibank's
Erri'tTftT services and savings, you earn some of the credentials needed later on to
purchase a car or even a house. 1 So call to apply. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. Call,
also, if you'd like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number
is 1-8-00 --CITIBANK (1-800-248-- 4226), extension 11 H If
after reading this chapter describing the prosperous condi-
tions set forth by a Citibank Classic Visa card, one feds that
he or she has left forever the Dark Ages and has entered upon
a new age, the Age of Enlightenment, then your time, as
they say, has come. Destiny is calling. And so should you.
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Not just Visa! Cit ibaak Visa.
m J an 1 1 a. Mam ad la Bf FVaka aaa Tar I Plaiaaj Kar fcrm Wttmmi urn. awn1.fcaaawi!am nmraaaafctuoaaltamcaa laa i . . aal m He fr a H u m art aaa UlOl tmaafcailu.il Hiih TatZatK I a niMlt'K I mnt cnaa
,fcawdamadaaaiairB nmium aiadianaT lilwai .1.
N Maaailiira.aaalSamaAScaTJ.aaiaal
klSuaaiDataut.N ' IWCHM S MuBl S K MraaicrFDtr
Moaarck Note. Vcrsioa:
With theOubank Classic Visa card,
you can build a credit history before
you reach your middle ages. And,
receive special student discounts.
Call today 1-800-CI- TIBANK
O800-Z4S-4226- X exteoaioa 1
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Goodyear Blimp flies
above Papp Stadium
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
The Goodyear Bump flew overhead daring Saturday's
Homecoming football game, which pitted Wooster and its North
Coast Athletic Conference foe Ohio WesJeyan. The Battling
Bishops pot a damper on the Scots' Homecoming by trouncing
Wooster 48--0. The Blimp is a common sight at major sporting
events.
GOOD HOURS.
GOOD PAY.
GOOD TIMES.
AppJebee's Neighborhod Grin
& Bar, America's favorite full-servi- ce
casual-dinin- g
restaurant, is now hiring for
our new location nearby.
WeVe got a fun working
atmosphere with plenty of
position available.
Hosts and Hostesses
'Wait Staff
'Line Cooks
'Bartenders
'Food Prep
'Dishwashers
We offer a bad of benefits.
Flextole Hours
'Competitive Pay
'Meal Discounts
'Training Program
Apply in person at the
Applebee's trailer next to
building.
2989 Burbank Road
Wooster. OH 44691
Mon.-Thur- s. 10a.rn.-6p.r- n.
Fri. 12p.ra-8p.r- n.
Sat. 1230 p.m.--4 p.m.
Scots win
SCOTS from back page
After beating the goalie, Leonard
crossed the ball to Colin Ozanne '96,
who was able tobeat his defender and
another one who was standing on the
goal line togive the Scots the 1-- 0 lead.
- This goal with less than 15 minutes
to play turned out to be the game
winner. The Gators put on a furious
rush at the end of the game, nearly
tying thegame. But thanks to the play
of Wooster goalie Paul Elliott, Al-
legheny was unable to get on the
scoreboard. The shutout was Elliott's
seventh on the season.
The win overshadowed a tough
defeat at thehands ofTifEn on Home-
coming. The Scots were outplayed
by NAIA school, who seemed to have
the stronger caliber ofplayers. After
controlling the play from the start.
Tiffin saxrdSistat trie half-wa- y point
of the half. Less than 10 minutes later
they scored again. After a goal by
Ozanne to make 2--1, Tiffin took the
spark out of the Scots, scoring with
less than two minutes to play in the
half.
Thesecxndhalfwasmuch thesame,
as Tiffin continued to dominate the
action.- - By the time it was over they
handed the Scots a 5--2 defeat
CLASSIFIEDS
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Earn $50O-$100- 0 weekly
stuffing envelopes.
For details RUSH $1X0 with
SASEto:
GROUP FIVE, 57 Green tree
Dr Suite 307 Dover,
DE 19901.
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Do you really think you can...
Beat the Experts
Laaweek,Matthew Roach 94 won
die $5 first prize in the "Beat die
Experts" contest Roach compiled a
16-- 4 record, good enough to beat all
other contestants as well as expert of
theweekJohnFinn's 13--7 mark. Other
winners for the week were Carmine
Vincenzo "96 and Tom Wilson 97,
each ofwhom posted 14-- 6 records for
Week Five. :
This week, Mike Householder is
the expert of the week. Mike has an
overall record of 71-2- 8.
Entry forms far "Beat the Experts"
can be picked up on the red ledge
inside the mail roominLowry Center.
Completed forms are to be placed in
theboxbeatednexttotheentryforms.
This week's consensus winners
with number of experts who picked
them in parentheses: ' -
Dallas (5)
Miami (3)
Green Bay (4)
N.Y. Giants (5)
Atlanta (5)
"Indianapolis (5 :
San Francisco (5)
Phoenix (3)
Denver (4)
.
,
LA. Raiders (5)
Minnesota (5) ;
Buffalo (5)
;: ; ; ' ' 'Michigan (3
.
Ohio State (4)
California (4)
UCLA (4)
. ,
,
,
.
.
Cincinnati (3)
Auburn (3)
West Virginia (4)
Michigan State (3)
The Wooster Voice
'Sports
Department
is currently
seeking interested
students to cover
winter sports.
Anyone interested
in writing sports
for the Voice
should contact
either
MikeHouseholder,
or Lauren Cohen
in the Voice office
atX-2598,- or
campus box 3187.
EXPERT OF THE WEEK:
. MikeHouseholder
Last Week: 14-- 6
Overall: 71-2- 8
Dallas at Philadelphia
Kansas City at Miami
Chicago at Green Bay
- N.Y. Jets at N.Y. Giants
Tampa Bay at Atlanta
New England at Indianapolis
LA. Rams at San Francisco
New Orleans at Phoenix
. Seattle at Denver
San Diego at LA. Raiders
Mark Hugh .
Last Week: 16-- 4 ,.
Overall: 74-2- 5
Dallas at Philadelphia
Kansas City at Miami
.
Chicago at Green Bay
N.Y. Jets at N.Y. Giants
Tampa Bay at Atlanta
New England at Indianapolis
LA. Rains at San Francisco
New Orleans at Phoenix
Seattle at Denver
San Diego at LA. Raiders
John Finn
Last Weefc 13-- 7
Overall: 68-3- 1
Dallas at Philadelphia
Kansas City at Miami .
Chicago at Green Bay
N.Y. Jets at N.Y, Giants
.
Tampa Bay at Atlanta
New England at Indianapolis
LA, Rams at San Francisco
. New Orleans at Phoenix
'Seattle at Denver
. San Diego at LA. Raiders
Peter James
Last Week: 14-- 6
Overall: 66-3- 3
' Dallas at Philadelphia '
Kansas City at Miami
Chicago at Green Bay
N.Y. Jets at N.Y. Giants
Tampa Bay at Atlanta
New England at Indianapolis
LA. Rams al San Francisco
New Orleans at Phoenix
Seattle at Denver
San Diego at LA. Raiders
Lauren Cohen
Last Week: 13-- 7
Overall: 65-3- 4 V
Dallas at Philadelphia
Kansas City at Miami
Chicago at Green Bay
N.Y. Jets at N.Y. Giants
Tampa Bay at Atlanta
New England at Indianapolis
LA. Rams at San Francisco
New Orleans at Phoenix
Seattle at Denver
San Diego at LA. Raiders
Mike is the Sports Editor of the
Voice aswell as the football reporter,
madditwn to hisduties wim the Voice,
Mike referees IM Football and IM
Floor Hockey.
Detroit at Minnesota
Washington at Buffalo
Michigan at Wisconsin
Penn State at Ohio State
Arizona at UCLA
USC at California
Memphis State at Cincinnati
Auburn at Arkansas
West Virginia at Syracuse
Michigan State at Indiana
Mark is the field hockey and golf
reporter for the Voice.
Detroit at Minnesota
Washington at Buffalo
Michigan at Wisconsin
Perm State at Ohio State
Arizona at UCLA
USC at California
Memphis State at Cincinnati
Auburn at Arkansas
West Virginia at Syracuse
Michigan State al Indiana
John is the Sports Information
- rector at the College of Wooster.
Detroit at Minnesota
Washington at Buffalo "'
Michigan at Wisconsin .
Penn State at Ohio State .' v
Arizona at UCLA 1
USC at California
Memphis State at Cincinnati
Auburn at Arkansas
West Virginia at Syracuse '
Michigan State at Indiana
Peter is the men's soccer reporter
for the Voice. Peter is also a member
of the varsity tennis team.
Detroit at Minnesota
Washington at Buffalo
.
Michigan at Wisconsin
Penn State at Ohio State
Arizona at UCLA
USC at California
Memphis State at Cincinnati
Auburn at Arkansas
West Virginia at Syracuse
Michigan State at Indiana
Lauren is the Asst. Sports Editor of
the Voice and women's soccer writer.
Lauren is also the president of SGA.
Detroit at Minnesota
Washington at Buffalo
Michigan at Wisconsin
Penn State at Ohio State
Arizona at UCLA
USC at California
Memphis State at Cincinnati
Auburn at Arkansas "
West Virginia at Syracuse
Michigan State at Indiana
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Covering all the bases
"The Indians can win the central
division in the new alignment9
Bj PETER JAMES
In case yoa missed it, and you may
have if you are not used to staying up
past midnight, one of me more excit-
ing (but not weO-pIaye- d) World Se-
ries was just completed. In fact, the
last three World Series have been
some of the most enjoyable Fall Clas-
sics played in a long time.
Rememberthe 199 1 Seriesbetween
the Atlanta Braves and Minnesota
Twins when four of the seven games
were decided on the last play of the
game? Then in 1992,we saw a rookie
narnedFdSpragoehitatwo-ru- n homer
for Toronto against Atlanta in the
mnth inning of Came 2.
This homer was the tuning point of
the series, and maybe for the Blue
Jays franchise, who were known to
fly south when the pressure of the
post-seaso- n was upon them.
Then you have this year's Series
between the Philadelphia Phillies and
Toronto. Having maybe the greatest
offense ever assembled, with five
potential HaH ofFamers in the first six
spots in the Uncap, the Blue Jays
appeared to be the overwhelming fa-
vorite on paper. But the Phillies, as
they had done all season, surprised
everybody with their resiliency.
These guys, who looked more like
professional wrestlers, gave the Blue
Jays all they could handle. In fact,
they probably should of won. But
they blew two games because their
bull pen could not hold leads. Their
stopper, who I will only refer to as
WDd Thing m order to protect his
identity, could not hold a five-ra-n
lead in Came 4 or a one-fu- n lead in the
ninth inning ofCame 6. Does this stir
anyniemcries,Pirate fans? Thisyear's
Series saw a record number of runs
scored in one game (29 in Came 4).
And far only the second time in his-
tory, the World Series ended with a
homer, as Joe Carter joined Bill
Mazaroski in this exclusive club.
What seems to be forgotten in all of
this a the Atlanta Braves. This may
have been the best team assembled
since the days of the Big Red machine
in Cincinnati in the mid 1970s. But
farthe third straight season the Braves
could not get it done when it counted.
What is k about Atlanta? Not one of
their professional sports teams has
ever won a championship.
What all this points out is thatbase-ba-H
is in great shape, despite what
some critics may say about the game.
Anendence at ballparks was at an all-ti- me
high this year. While television
ratings may be down, popularity m
the game is net Part of the reason the
TV ratings are lower than in the past
is because games are simply taking
too long.
The beauty of baseball a that there
is nodock, no time Emit on the game.
But itneeds lobe spetfup, or soon fans
wiD grow tired of the sport
As it is young kids cannot stay up
and watch the end of games because
they end too late. Come to think of it,
neither could I. Some changes need to
be made.
Browns win Super Bowl?
You might believe this to be true if
you just landed in Cleveland from
another planet .The way Cleveland
Clownies are going crazy over one
home win against the Pittsburgh
Seeders, you would think that they
had finally won the big one. Well,
while the win was a big one for an
October game, there are still nine
gamesleftin the rcgularseascml There
is not even snow on the ground yet!
So while the Browns did defeat
their archrival, they have plenty of
problems to iron out before they can
claim the Central Division title. Their
secondary was burned for over 300
yardspassing byNeil OTJonnelLwho
is not exactly John Dway (remember
him?X
They need to seale on a number one
quarterback and stick with him.
S witchingback and forthbetween the
two may work m the regular season,
but in the playoffs you need to go
exclusively with one guy.
Whyplay the regular season?
Hockey is probably the most exch-in- g
sport towatch live. Ifyou have not
been lo a professional hockey game
you are missing out on great enjoy-
ment Nothing matches the suspense
.
and drama of the hockey playoffs.
The problem is that by the time the
playoffs roll around we are sick of the
sport, and so are the players. Does
sarybody care that the season has al-
ready started? NO. There are too
many games in the regular season.
Hockey is a physically demanding
sport, and after 80 games the players
are simply worn out
.
The post-seas- on becomes a lest of
who is m better shape rather than who
is the beoer team. It doesn't matter
where yon finish in the standings as
long as you qualify for the playoffs.
The teams that have finished the regn-l- ar
season with thebestoverailrecords
the last three seasons have not made it
past the second round in the playoffs.
The regular season has to be short-
ened to at least 70 games.
Basketball will survive
While the greatest athlete that we
have ever seen in the history of not
only basketball, but of all of sports is
gone, basketball wiUbe just fine with-
out Michael Jordan.
Until Jordan announced his retire-
ment, their seemed no question that
the Bulls were going to win their
fourth consecutive title. Wfoh the
addition ofCroatian star Tony Kukoc
to an already lethal lineup, theBuHs '
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from the World Series
would have been unstoppable. In--,
stead, the Bulls may not even be the
best team in their own division.
Yes, that's right Cleveland Cava-
lier fans. The Charlotte Hornets are
going to win the Central Division this
year.
The NBA title is up for grabs now.
There are several teams who have a
great chance of winning it all. Look
for the New York Knicks. Hornets.
Cavaliers, Bulls and Orlando Magic
to compete for the Eastern Confer-
ence crown.
With Jordan gone, the NBA is hop-in- g
that O'Neal can and win become
the star of the league.
In the west, look for the Phoenix
Suns to be in the finals, with the
Seattle Supersonics and San Antonio
Spurs giving the Suns a run for their
money.
Mistake by the lake?
A slow start and injuries hurt the
Cleveland Indians this past season,
but their play in the second half of the
season indicated that the 1994 season
may be the Indians year to win.
Cleveland's young nucleus of offen-
sive pLay en was only matched by the
world champion Blue Jays.
With Kenny Lofton, Carlos Baerga
and Albert Belle in the lineup, the
Indians have a chance in any game.
And with third baseman Jim Thome
on the verge of becoming a great
hitter, along with the progression of
prospect Manny Ramirez, the Indian
offense will be unstoppable next year.
The question is whether the Indians
can find sofneuingresemblingapitch-in- g
staff to put out on the field next
year. Staff ace Charles Nagy missed
nearly the entire season because ofan
ana injury, and will need to come
back completely healthy in the spring
if the Indians are lo have a chance of
winning. But ifNagy returns to 1992
form and they are able to sign a solid
free-age- nt starting pitcher, the Indi-
ans can win the central division in the
new three-divisi-on alignment
The only other team that will push
.
Cleveland will be the Chicago White
Sox. The difference between the two
teams may prove to be Cleveland's
new ballvard. Gateway stadium.
When Camden Yards opened in 1992
it transformed a below .500 Balti-
more Oriole team to a pennant con-tend-er
in one season. The same can be
expected to happen with the Indians.
'
The Indians win be playing in front
ofcapadty crowds for the first time in
' many years, and the electricity and
novelty of a new stadium should fa-sp- ire
them to play their best baseball.
If healthy, the mistake by the lake
may be a division championship.
In case you missed it
You might not have been aware of
this, but this may be the worst fan
season the College ofWooster'i sports
teams have ever had collectively.
Chances are that not one of the fall
sports teams win qualify for the NCAA
tournament, something that has not
happened in a long time.
There is somethmg called theNorth
Coast Athletic Conference All-Spo- rts
Race. Each individual sports team b
awarded points depending on their
finish m the conference. The better
the finish, the more points the team is
awarded. Points are kept for each
school in the conference and at the
end of the year the school with the
. most points is declared the winner of
the All-Spo- rts Race.
One team that has more than ex-
ceeded expectations is the women's
cross country team.
Last year's top runner, Sandy Clark
94, is struggling to hold on to the
number two spot Ahead of her is
Emily Moorefield 94, who has domi-
nated Woosierrunning since transfer-
ring from Muskingum College in the
middle of last year. Moorefield may
very well end up at nationals if she
performs weU in the next few weeks.
Veteran Susan Roberts '94 has run
wen, but the first-ye-ar students are
making the big difference.
Coach Dennis Rice recruited a top-not- ch
class led by Molly Metz, Ellen
Freeman and Michelle Poole. They
have added considerable depth to a
team that dearly needed it With three
first-ye- ar students of such talent, it is
likely that by 1997, when they are
seniors, the women's cross country
team will be dominating the NCAC
The team has both the Wooster
Invite and Denison Invite titles under
their belt going into this weekend's
NCAC meet at Wittenberg. A good
performance win send them to the
NCAA regionals at John Carroll on
Nov. 13.
The poor performances of the fan
sports teams forces the winter and
spring teams to play their best if
Wooster is going to have any chance
in the race.
Despite the weak performances of
our teams, there have been many out-
standing individual performances that
to Wooster
may have gone unnoticed.
The Lady Scot soccer team has
'
suffered an incredible number of inju-
ries, including a season-endin- g ankle
injury to All-Ameri- can goalie Lisa
Hall 94. Butgoaltendingcannotbe
blamed for theLady Scots 8-9--1 over-a- n
record. Denise Drescher 97 has
stepped in and picked up where HaU
94 left off ,posting shutout after shu-
tout Drescher is leading the NCAC in
goals against average with 0.90 and
has collected 4 .5 shutouts.
While field hockey has had a subpar
seasonJJsaOstermueller 94 has once
again been outstanding. A starting
forward all four years at the College,
Ostermueller is a leader both on and
off the field. Lisaisatwo-timeNCA- C
All-Amer- ica selection. She has also
served as a co-capt-ain the last two
years. This year has been her best
Even though the Lady Scots are only
8-9-
-1 overalLOstennueOer hasshined,
notching a career-hig- h 11 goals.
Off the field OstermueUer is just as
influential. She served as the Presi-
dent of theZeta Phi Gamma's last
year. This year she is president of the
Women's Athletic Association and
vice president ofS tudentAffairs. And
despite all these extra-curricul- ar
actrvites,OstermueIler hasmaintained
a strong grade point average in his-
tory. - -
Going into the season head men's
soccer coach Bob Nye knew that his
defense was solid, maybe the stron-
gest unuhe has ever coached. He also
knew that his offense would need to
jnanufacture goals. What he did not
expect was that oneofhisdefensemen
would be the spark of theoffense. But
that is exactly what happened this
season with the Scots.
Bob Leonard 96, a standout defen-
sive player, was moved up to offense
to provide scoring punch. He pro-
ceeded to score two goals in his first
game as a forward and is now second
on the team in scoring.
Graduate studv in California?
Discuss International Career Opportunities
.
with a representative from the
MONTEREY INSTITUTE
OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Thursday, November 4 10:00 am 130 pm
Lowry Center
providing professional graduate education
for international careers
MPA btermottoiol Maaaqemett
MA laterwtioacJ Policy Statfjes
MSA laleraatioMl Maiogemeit
MA Troaslotioi aad laterpretotioa
MATESOt
MA Teocbiag Foreigi Langvoce
Simmer liteisirc Lob
MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Admissions Office
425 Van Buren Street Monterey CA 93940
Phone (408) 647-41- 23 Fax (408) 647-419- 9
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Battling'
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Last Saturday at John Papp Sta-
dium, the sun was shining, the stands
were packed,and theGoodyear Blimp
was even overhead. The Scot Band
delighted thecrowd with its pre-ga- me
and halftime shows. Everything
seemed to be perfect for Homecom-
ing 1993.
Everything that is, except Ohio
Wesieyan's 48-- 0 trouncing of the
Fighting Scots.
Scot head coach Bob Tucker said,
"It was a very disappointing display.
Wedidn't get after it. I'm very disap-
pointed."
Wooster's loss drops them to 2--5
overall and 2--4 in the North Coast
Atrdetic Conference. OhioWesleyan
remains an undefeated 6-- 0 in the con-
ference.
The Battling Bishops scored early
and often on the Scots, gaining a 14-- 0
advantage by the end of the first
quarter.
At thebeginningofthesecondquar-te- r,
the Bishops took the ball 62 yards
in five plays, making the score 21-- 0,
and with it, taking all of the life out of
the Scots and their fans.
When itwasall saidand done, Ohio
Wesleyan ran up 473 yards of total
offense,had six takeaways, and scored
48 points.
Returned the ball over too many
times, because we were not ready to
play," Tucker said.
Perhaps the lonebrightspot was the
impressive play of linebacker Jamie
Ruhl 95, who registered a team-hig-h
IS tackles, two for tosses, and recov-
ered two Bishop fumbles.
Tctnorrow, the Scots travel toRich-
mond, Indiana to take on Earlham.
The Quakers, who are in their fourth
year of NCAC play, have improved
from previous seasons. Earlham has
compiled a 3--5 overall mark, and a 2--3
record in the NCAC
d.
ruMrf - --- - - "-- - - -
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
The Scots' defensive Cne awaits the snap of tbe balL
Lady Scots wrap up
another season- -
NEWSSERVICES .
The Lady Scot volleyball team has
one more chance to qualify for the
North Coast Athletic Conference
Tournament, but they will have to
beat Kenyan in Gambier Tuesday
night If the Lady Scots do win, they
will force a tie for the final spot n the
mifiit which may have to bebroken by a playoff.
Wooster, which dropped three con-
ference matches last week enters the
week with a record of 5--22 overall
and 0-- 7 in the NCAC
The Lady Scots were beaten by
Denison in four games (15-- 3, 15-- 2,
10-1- 5, 15-1- ), Oberiin in five games
(8-1- 5, 15-1- 2, 12-1- 5, 15-- 7, 19) and
Wittenberg in three games (15-1- 0,
15-7.15-- 11).
Individually, Carrje.eadrjcX 97.
leads the way with an average of 15
kills per game. Brijin Boddy 96 is
next with an average of 22 kills per
game.
In addition, setter Sarah Robertson
"96 is the leader in assists (5.8 per
game). Defensively, Headrick lops
the team widi as average of 1.8 digs
per game. She is joined by Robertson
and Boddy, who each have an aver-
age of 1.1 digs per game.
Other key players are Patty Turn-
ing 97 and Jessica Via' '96, who
average 1.8 and 1.1 kills per game,
respectively.
Turning also leads the team in solo
blocks with 19. Via is second with
13.
Wooster, which hopes to snap a
nine-mat- ch losing streak, closed out
the regular season on Thursday night
at home when it took on Walsh.
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spoil Scots-MomeGom- mg 48--0
"In the past, their (Earlham's) de-
fense has been very porous. Their
defense is ricw getting better. They
have a young team and we compare
very well with them,' commented
Tucker.
: . The Quakers operate out ofthe run-and-sh- oot
offense, with one set back,
James Barber, a senior, and four
wideouts. Earlham's quarterback,
Mark Thompson, a freshman, leads
the Quakers' offense. Barber is cur-
rently the second-leadin- g rusher in
theNCAC while Earlham alsoboasts
the conference's third best passing
offense. V
"Earlham is a young team, that is to
be reckoned with. We need to have
someone come up big for us," fin-
ished Tucker.
SCOT NOTES: Wooster and
Earlham will meet for only the fourth
time tomorrow. The Scots have won
thepasty three contests, including last
year's 28-2- 1 win at Papp
Stadiinn..-Afterscoringatotalo-
f58
points in victories over Kenyon and
Oberiin, the Scots have been shut out
in their last two games, losing to
Denison 3--0 and Ohio Wesleyan 48-0.TaiIb- ack
Mark Solis 95 leads
the Scots in scoring with 18
points .Punter Tim Gargasz 96 is
third in the NCAC in punting with an
average of 33.6 yards per
punLTightend Rob Mondillo '95,
wide receiver Brian Wright '94 and
defensive back Mike Close '97 are
out for the season. Mondillo has a
knee inury, Wright a hamstring in-jury.aivIQose- abroken
ankle, which
wiU require surgery. Defensive end
Matt Haas '95 is probable for
tomorrow's game. He has a thigh
injury. Defensive tackle Todd
Adamson 94 is probable with a neck
injury.
r"; yvrnIneedIM
Floor
Hockey
Referees!
--Must have good
knowledge ;
ofthe game.
--Must be
assertive. ---
Paid position.
Get in touch with
Tiffany Lerch,
X'36U,C'21U ;
ASAP!
Season starts Sunday,
I
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h
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photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
Punter Tim Gargasz '96 lets one fly against OWU Saturday.
SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS
ITS TIME TO APPLY
FOR A
RESIDENT ASSISTANT
POSITION FOR THE
1994 - 95 ACADEMIC YEAR
Applications A variable: r
from November 1 to
December 10
at the Office of Residential Life
located in Babcock Hall.
Applications Due:
by 5:00 p.m.
Friday, December 17, 1993
to the Residential Life Office.
(If you plan to study away this spring,
applications are due November 26.)
Call :r-20- 5S for up-to-tla- te
iiillilllill scores aiid stats!
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Ozanne's
Bj PETES JAMES
The men's soccer team kept its slim
playoff hope alive web a hard-feeg- bt.
1-
-0 vkaory over Allegb-- "
eny en Wednesday. The Scots
improved to 9-6--3 overall, 4-2--1
in the NCAC
The Scots, who also dropped as
a 5-- 2 decision to Tiffin Satur-
day, will probably need a vic
tory over Kenyon at home Sat-
urday if rhey are tohave a chance
ofreceiving a bid to theNCAA Tour-
nament. The Lords lead the NCAC,
wuhan impressive 12-0- -3 record. The
Scots win be looking for revenge;
Kenyan has knocked Wooster out of
the NCAA Tournament two of the
last three yean.
Wednesday's contest against Al-
legheny was quite a physical contest,
or to be more accurate, brutaL Play-
ing under cold, breezy conditions.
i -
V 1
a 'Pir'r
photo by ANDREA CBBY
The Lady Scots field hockey team defeated first-pla- ce Denison last Wednesday and then defeated the
Quakers of Earfluun CoOege on Homecoming Saturday.
Chokey's game-winn-er downs Earlham 2--1
NEWS SERVICES
After a disappointing first half of
dK season, theLady Scot field hockey
team has enginwred a remarkable
turnaround, hoping to cap their suc-
cessful stretch run when they close
out the season with Winenberg at
home Saturday.
Wooster. which has won five in a
row, now sands at 8-9--2 overall and
4-5-
-2 in the North Coast Athletic
Quote ofthe Week
It was a very disappointing
display."
Woosxer HeadFootball Coach
Bob Tucker on Satwddfs4S-- 0
lauioOWU.
goal lifts Wcoster to win over Allegheny
both teams competed as if they were
on the football field instead of the
soccer field. In alL the two teams
Playing under cold, breezy
conditions, both teams competed
ifthey were on thefootball
field instead of the soccer field.
combined far 40 foulsand five yellow
cards. The Gaton were whistled for
three fouls in the first three minutes.
The Gators also lost their starting
goalkeeper midway through the first
half when be received a blow to the
face from the foot ofTyler Travis 97.
who was aaernpting to take the ball
away from the goalie, who had
bobbledasave.
Despite the fouls the game was
JUT ;
v r .
Conference.
The Lady Scots stunned first-pla- ce
Denison 5--3 on Wednesday and then
beat Earlham 2-- 1 Saturday when Jill
Chokey "93 scored the game winner
with 22 seconds remaining.
InSviduaQy.IisaOistermueller 94
continues to lead the way in scoring
won 12 goals and two assists.
Ostennueuer is joined by Wendy
Perkins 96. who has eight goals and
The
football:
Saturday-Earlha- m (A) 2.-0-0
men's soccer:
Saturday- - Kenyon (H) 1:30
well-playe- d. The outcome was not
decided until the game's completion.
. Allegheny dcrninatedihepiay much
of the first half. The Scots were
" hurt by co-capta- in Dan
Cochrane'! 94 absence due to
' ' - V
injury, without Cochrane s de-
fense. Wooster was forced to
move Bob Leonard "96 back to
defense.
Leonard started the season as a
starting fullback, but moved to a
forward position to provide the
Scots more offense. With Leonard
and his four goals back on defense,
the otTense struggledence again,man-
aging only three shots on goal in the
first half. But the Scots escaped the
half widi the game scoreless.
In the second half, it was Leonard
who once again got the Scot offense
going. Moving up the right sideline.
he drove towards the goaL
please see SCOTS page 13
- i
-
'.... -
two assists.
Katie Ewig 97, who has enjoyed a
very successful first season, is next
with six goals.
In addition CaroliricRcfrinson 95
has four goals and two assists; Katie
Doyle 96 has two goals and four
assists; and Jill Chokey 95 has three
goals.
Rounding out the list of lop scorers
for Wooster is Cathy Hansen 95.
upcoming week in Sports:
women's soccer:
Saturday-- Kenyon (A) 1.-0-0
cross country:
Saturday-NCA- C CSianpicnships
(at Winenberg)
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photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
Damon Rossi 96 tries to elude two Allegheny defenders in Scots 1-- 0
victory over the Gators on Homecoming Saturday.
Lady Scots end
By LAUREN COHEN
For the Fighting Scots' women's
soccer team, win streaks were ascom-mo-n
as losing streaks this season. But
perhaps nothing will be remembered
more than Lisa Hall's 94 career-endin- g
leg fracture, which stopped the
AH-Ameri- can early in the season.
Taking over at goal was first-ye- ar
Harriers head
for conference
NEWSSERVICES
The primary objective for the cross
country teams heading into the
weekend'sNcrmCoastAthletic Con-
ference Championship Meet at
Wittenberg win be to qualify for a
spam the NCAA Regional Meet. In
order to do that, both teams will have
to finish in the top five.
"Our goal is to qualify both teams
for the regional meet,'saidRice.Tm
hoping that both our men and women
can finish third.
On the men's side, nationally-ranke- d
Case Reserve and Denison are
expected to battle for the top spot,
while Wooster. Allegheny and
Earlham vie for third place.
field hockey:
Saturday- - Winenberg (H) 1:00
season tomorrow
Denise Drescher '97, who went
straight to the top of the NCAC in the
goals-egainst-avera- ge statistic.
For the team, this season has been
one of alternating elation and disap-
pointment. Look for a women's soc-
cersports wrap-u- p next week, follow-in- g
their season-endi- ng game against
Ken yon in Gambier on Saturday,
October 3a
to Wittenberg
meet
Individually for the Scots. Alex
Dawe 96 has an excellent shot to
finish in top ten. while Wheeler
Spaulding '94 hopes to finish in the
lop 20. In addition, Paul Kinney 95,
. Willie Drexler 96, David Stouffer
94 and Adam Myers 94 will be
counted on to show the way.
On the woman's side, Allegheny
and Kenyon are the favorites, while
Wooster, Otxrlin, Ohio Wesleyan and
Earlham should fight for third.
Individually for the Lady Scots
Emily Moorefield 95 could finish in
top three.
Other keys are Michelle Poole '96,
MoDy Metz 96. Julie Heck 96,
Adrienne Vredenburg 96, Sandy
Clark '94 and Susan Roberts 94.
Quote ofthe week
This is real footbaQ."
'NBC commentator Cris
CoUinsworth on the Pittsburgh
Cleveland game on last Sunday.
